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We give a self-contained and enriched review about topology properties in the rapidly growing
field of topological states of matter (TSM). This review is mainly focus on the beautiful interplay
of topology mathematics and condensed matter physics that issuing TSM. Fiber bundle theory is a
powerful concept to describe the non-trivial topology properties underlying the physical system. So
we briefly present some motivation of fiber bundle theory and following that several effective topo-
logical methods have been introduced to judge whether a fiber bundle is trivial or not. Next, we give
some topological invariants that characterizes the non-trivial TSM in the non-interacting systems
in all dimensions, which is called topological band theory. Following that, we review and generalize
the topological response using topological field theory called Chern-Simons effective theory. Finally,
the classification of free-fermion systems have been studied by loop space and K-theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of inter quantum Hall effect
(IQHE) by von Kiltzing , el.[1] and the geometry phase
in quantum systems by Berry[2] during 1980s, the math-
ematic of differential geometry and topology was intro-
duced to condensed matter physics. Later, Thouless, el
[3] found that the topological invariant (TKNN number)
which characteristic the valance band bundle over the
magnetic Brillouin zone (BZ) contribute to the robust
quantization Hall conductance in IQHE. In this paper,
we want to address the issue why and how physicists ap-
ply topology to study condensed matter physics.
The first motivation may be that physicists want to
generalize 2d IQHE and try to find more non-trivial
states from a viewpoint of topology. Among the process
of exploration, Zhang and Hu[4] successfully establish a
4d version quantum Hall effect in 2001, not like 2d IQHE
, the base manifold is 4d sphere and replace the U(1)
fiber with SU(2) fiber. Based on this model, Marakami,el
[5] predict dissipationless quantum spin current in hole-
doped semiconductors, which eventually leads to the find
of spin Hall effect[6]. From that, physicists began to
attention spin-orbit coupling system and developed the
topological band theory to study the topological prop-
erty of energy band over the entire Brillouin zone (BZ).
For example, physicists build some subtle and practi-
cal models with non-trivial topology property in time-
reversal invariant system, such as quantum spin Hall
(QSH) state[7, 8], 3d topological insulators[9, 10]. For-
tunately, the helical edge states of QSH are observed in
2d HgTe quantum well experimentally in 2007[11]. Soon
after that, the non-trivial Dirac fermion surface states of
3d topological insulator such as BixSb1−x alloy[12] and
Bi2Se3 class materials[13] are also been observed from
experiments. Tremendous interests have been recently
2attracted by the study of topological state of matter
(TSM), readers can reference the reviews[14, 15]. Here
I want to emphasize that these experiments discover-
ies purely from the topological property of free fermions
Hamiltonian. And it’s the quest for beauty of topology in
physics that leads to the discoveries of these novel states.
However, real physical systems are actually interact-
ing. Then, how to interpret the robust quantization Hall
conductance such as in IQHE if it’s interacting? Actually,
Niu, el[16] solved this problem by proposing a topological
invariant via Green function with twisted boundary. For
interacting topological insulators in 3d and QSHE in 2d,
Wang, el [17] propose the general topological order pa-
rameters expressed with Green function. The topological
property extracted from Green function also are used by
Vovlovik [18]in Helium liquid to describe the non-trivial
topology property in momentum space. Using Green
function, Gurarie, el[19] propose a general bulk-boundary
correspondence which related the topological invariants
in the bulk and the one its boundary in all space-time
dimensions. However, these Green function description
is very difficult for practice application. Recently, Wang
propose a simplified topological invariant only from the
zero-frequency Green function[20, 21]. Wang’s approach
to this problem can greatly help the search for realis-
tic materials . In addition, these simplified topological
invariants may be served as the topological order pa-
rameters for interacting TSM including recent proposed
topological anderson insulators[22] and topological mott
insulators[23].
Another reason for application of topology concept in
condensed matter physics is the topological field the-
ory (TFT)[24, 25] description of physical responses of
these non-trivial systems. TFT is powerful due to the
physical responses such as electromagnetic and gravi-
tational responses [26] can be read out directly from
the effective theory with the coefficients expressed us-
ing topological invariants. The axion topological field
theory predicts the non-trivial topological magnetoelec-
tric effect[24] in topological insulators and the presence
of magnetic monopole[27]. This field theory recently has
been successfully used to describe time-reversal invariant
topological superconductors[28], and some novel observ-
able effects have been predicted. In physics, these non-
trivial TFTs are stem from the anomalies in quantum
field theory[26, 29]. The bulk-boundary correspondence
in TSM can be easily understood through the anomalies
polynomial and descent realtion[29], which is related to
a deep mathematic fact called Atiyah-Singer index theo-
rem [30].
The last motivation of using topology in condensed
matter physics is the classification of states of matter be-
yond the symmetry breaking principle. How many TSM
can exist in nature? This problem has been solved partly
by Schnyder, el[31] in three spatial dimensions for free-
fermion systems. Qi, el [24] proposed the classification for
interacting systems can be classified using Chern-Simons
field theory by imposing on the discrete symmetry. And
later, Kitaev[32] gives a complete classification periodic
table or classification using K theory for free-fermion
systems. This beautiful periodic table is an interesting
mathematic result called Bott periodicity and there are
only ten symmetric space that discovered by E´lie. Car-
tan in 1926. It tells us that there are five distinct classes
of TSM in every spatial dimension and only ten sym-
metry classes. With this periodic table, physicists can
search more non-trivial TSM purposefully. For interact-
ing boson and fermion systems, Wen, el [33, 34] propose
a general framework to classify the symmetry protected
topological states using group-cohomoloy or supercoho-
mology. Wen’s approach is powerful because it describes
a large class of new topological states in general dimen-
sions.
This paper is mainly focus on the interplay of topology
and condensed matter physics, it can be used as a self-
contained introduction of topology and their application
in condensed matter physics. The rest parts of the pa-
per are organized as follows. First, we want to give an
intuitive introduction of topology mathematics as possi-
ble as we can, readers who are familiar this knowledge
can skip this subsection. In the second part, we show
how to apply the mathematic tool to investigate the non-
trivial topology property in solid state band theory and
how getting the topological observable effect from TFT.
During this process, we present the topological invari-
ants expressed with Berry phase connection or curvature
for non-interacting systems and corresponding topologi-
cal order parameter for interacting systems expressed us-
ing Green functions. Finally, we review the tenfold way
and dimensional hierarchy of topological states of matter
using fiber bundle and K theory. This paper is mainly
for readers who are interested in the topology applica-
tion in condensed matter physics or who like to apply
topological tool to investigate the physic systems.
II. TOPOLOGY FOR PHYSICS
In this section, we briefly review some important math-
ematic tools in this field. Readers who pay close attention
to the mathematics details can consult this subsection.
A. Fiber Bundles
Before introducing the abstract definition of fiber bun-
dle, we show the appearance of it is very natural and
justifiability. As we all know, the famous Bloch theorem
tells us the wave function in condensed matter is nothing
but the irreducible representation of translation invariant
of reciprocal lattice ~k. Hence, corresponding Hamiltonian
can be interpreted as a map from the first Brillouin zone
(which is equivalent to a torus T 2 in two dimension) to
the group of Hamiltonian. It means, for a fixed point
~k in Brillouin zone, there are Hamiltonians belonging to
3the symmetry group required in physics. This object is
called fibre bundles in mathematics.
A fiber bundle consists of the following: There are a
manifold F k (called the fiber), a manifold E (the bundle
space) and a manifoldMn (the base space) together with
a map
π : E →Mn
E onto M , where k and n are the dimension of fiber and
base space, respectively. We demand that E is locally a
product space in the following sense: There is a covering
of Mn by open sets, U, V, . . . , such that π−1(U) is
diffeomorphic to U × F ; there is a diffeomorphism
φU : U × F → π−1(U)
. In an overlap U ∩ V a point e ∈ π−1(U ∩ V ) will have
two representations
e = πU (p, yU ) = πV (p, yV )
and we demand that
yV = cV U (p)yU
where cV U : F → F is a diffeomorphism of the fiber,
while p is a point of base space. In the case of vector
bundle, F = CK ,RK , each cV U (p) : R
K → RK was a
linear transformation called transition function is a sub-
group of the structural group G of the fibre bundle. So
we still demand that
cV U = c
−1
UV
and
cUW ◦ cWV ◦ cV U = I(U ∩ V ∩W )
where I is identity. In summary, a fiber bundle E =
{E,M, π,G, F, φ} consists total space E, base space M ,
typical fiber F , projection π, structural groupG and local
trivialization φ. In special case, if the fiber F is the same
as the group G, and if the transition functions cUV (x) act
on F = G by left translations as gU (p) = cUV (p)gV (p),
the fiber bundle is called principle fiber bundle. In ad-
dition, if the total space E globally equate M × F , the
corresponding fiber is trivial fibre bundle. Finally, a local
section is again a map s : U → E such that π◦s= identity.
A section s is simply a collection of maps {sU : U → F}
such that in U ∩ V we have sU (p) = cUV (p)sV (p).
Now it’s time to describe the classification question in
a mathematical way. The mathematical structural of a
non-interacting insulator of spatial dimension d is that
of a vector bundle or principle fiber bundle E π−→M . The
base manifold M of E is the d dimensional k-space of
the system T d, and the fiber over a point k given by
the space of occupied states P (k) (also called valence
band). If no further symmetry conditions are imposed
(like IQHE in class A), the structural group of the bun-
dle is U(n), where n is the dimension of P . Hence, the
fiber bundle of class A is {E, T d(k), π, U(n), P (k)}, and
the question of a insulator is a topological non-trivial
or not is tantamount to asking the total space of fiber
bundle is non-trivial or not. In other words, we should
investigate the difference between the total space E and
multiple space T d(k)× P (k). For the local trivialization
property of fiber bundle, we know that if a base manifold
can be covered with one open set, the fiber will be trivial.
However, when the base space is a torus or sphere that
cannot be covered by one open set, the total space cannot
be constructed in a multiplied way. So we obtained that
the obstruction to defined a global multiplied space is the
transition function in the overlap region is not identity.
B. Chern Character
Characteristic classes are subsets of cohomology of
classes of the base space and measure the non-triviality or
twisting of a bundle. In this sense, they are obstructions
which prevent a bundle from a trivial bundle. Chern
character is one of significant characteristic classes given
by de Rahm cohomology classes. It is used extensively
in physics and mathematics.
We give here a brief introduction of the de Rahm coho-
mology group. LetM be anm-dimensional manifold. An
r-form ω ∈ Ωr(M) is closed if dω=0 and exact if ω=dη
for some η ∈ Ωr−1(M). The set of closed r-forms is de-
noted by Zr(M) and the set of exact r-forms by Br(M).
Since d2=0, it follows that Zr(M) ⊃ Br(M). We define
the r-th de Rahm cohomology group Hr(M) by
Hr(M) ≡ Zr(M)/Br(M).
Actually, Hr(M) is a dual space of the homology group
Hr(M). The duality is provided by Stokes’ theorem, it
can take a compact form:
(c, dω) = (∂c, ω) (1)
where c is the chain group in homology and ∂ is the
boundary operator. In this sense, the exterior derivative
d is the adjoint of the boundary operator ∂ and vice
versa.
Let P (M,G) be a principle bundle. A connection on P
is a unique separation of the tangent space TuP into the
vertical subspace VuP and the horizontal subspace HuP
such that
(i) TuP = HuP
⊕
VuP.
(ii) A smooth vector field X on P is separated into
smooth vector fields XH ∈ HuP and XV ∈ VuP as
X = XH +XV .
(iii)HugP = Rg∗HuP for arbitrary u ∈ P and g ∈ G.
The condition (iii) states the horizontal subspaces HuP
and HugP on the same fiber are related by a linear map
Rg∗ induced by the right action. In practical compu-
tations, we need separate TuP into VuP and HuP in a
systematic way. This can be achieved by introducing a
Lie-algebra-valued one-form ω ∈ g⊗Ω1(P ) called the
4connection one-form, where g denotes the Lie algebra
of group G and Ω1(P ) is the one-form of fibre bundle.
It is a projection of TuP onto the vertical component
VuP ≃ g. Another important concept is curvature two-
form Ω which is defined by the covariant exterior deriva-
tive of the one-form ω, Ω ≡ Dω ∈ Ω2(P )⊗ g. Based on
the above definitions, an important property about cur-
vature two-form called Bianchi identity can be given as
DΩ = 0.
Until now, the Berry phase gauge connection and Berry
phase field strength in CMP have not expressed with a
mathematic way. The relationship will be clear after in-
troducing the local connection and local curvature. Let
{Ui} be an open covering of M and let σi be a local sec-
tion defined on each Ui. It’s convenient to introduce a
Lie-algebra-valued 1-form Ai on Ui via the pullback map
of σi such that
Ai ≡ σ∗i ω ∈ g⊗ Ω1(Ui),
where σi : Ui → π−1(Ui). The local form Fi of curvature
Ω is defined by
Fi ≡ σ∗i Ω ∈ g⊗ Ω2(Ui)
In physics, Ai is identified with Berry phase gauge po-
tential, Fi is corresponding to the Berry field strength.
Take local sections σi and σj over U ∩ V , such that
σj(p) = σi(p)g(p). Then the corresponding local form
Ai and Aj are related by the compatibility condition as
Aj = g−1Aig + g−1dg. (2)
It’s nothing but the gauge transformation in Berry gauge
theory. F can be expressed in terms of gauge potential
A as
F = dA+A ∧A
where d is exterior derivative onM and ∧ is wedge prod-
uct. The most important property of F is the following
covariability
Fj = g−1Fig (3)
it’s also called the compatibility condition for local form
F . Similarly, the Bianchi identity of local form F is fol-
lowing:
DF = dF +A∧ F − F ∧ A = 0 (4)
Can we get the topology information of fibre bundle from
these local geometrical quantities such as F and A? The
answer is yes, due to the famous work by S. S. Chern and
Weil, one can obtain de Rahm cohomology group by the
properties 3 and 4 via the invariant polynomial of F . An
invariant polynomial is defined as
P (g−1Ag) = P (A) A ∈ g, g ∈ G.
Chern and Weil found that if the Lie algebra A in invari-
ant polynomial P is replaced by curvature F , the P (F)
is characteristic classes called Chern classes. The Chern-
Weil theorem is following:
(a)dP (F) = 0
(b)P (F)−P (F ′) is exact, where F and F ′ are curvature
two forms corresponding to different connections A and
A′.
Now, it’s easy to write Chern classes and Chern char-
acter according to the Chern-Weil theorem. For example,
let E π−→M be a class A topological insulator, whose fiber
is complex vector bundle Ck, and the structure group
is U(n). From the invariant polynomial such as deter-
minant and trace, one can get Chern classes and Chern
character with Berry curvature F , respectively. Explic-
itly, the total Chern class c can be expressed as
c(F) ≡ det(I + iF
2π
).
Since Berry curvature F is a two-form, c(F) is a direct
sum of forms of degree of even
c(F) = 1 + c1(F) + c2(F) + · · ·
where cj(F) ∈ Ω2j(M) is called jth Chern class. Obvi-
ously, cj can only be non-vanishing for 2j ≤ d, where d is
the dimension of the base manifold M , i.e., the physical
system of IQHE d equal to 2. The Chern character can
be written as
ch(F) ≡ tr exp( iF
2π
) =
∑
j=1
1
j!
tr(
iF
2π
)j .
The jth Chern character chj(F) defined as
chj(F) ≡ 1
j!
tr(
iF
2π
)j .
The integral of the Chern character in d = 2n dimensions
is an integer, the n-th Chern number,
Chn[F ] =
∫
BZd=2n
chn(F)
=
∫
BZd=2n
1
n!
tr(
iF
2π
)n ∈ Z. (5)
Here,
∫
BZd denotes the integration over d-dimensional k-
space. For lattice models, it can be taken as a Wigner-
Seitz cell in the reciprocal lattice space. On the other
hand, for continuum models, it can be taken as Rd. As-
suming that the asymptotic behavior of the Bloch wave-
functions approaches a k-independent value as |k| → ∞,
the domain of the integration can be regarded as Sd.
When d=2, Ch1[F ] is the TKNN integer,
Ch1[F ] = i
2π
∫
BZd=2
tr(F), (6)
which is nothing but the quantized Hall conductance σxy
in units of (e2/h).
5Unfortunately, the Chern character is only suitable for
use in even-dimensional manifold. Deriving from the
Chern form, one can obtain a characteristic class called
Chern-Simons forms for odd-dimensional manifold. Since
chn(F) is closed, it can be written locally as an exact
form like following,
chn(F) = dQ2n−1(A,F), (7)
where Q2n−1(A,F) ∈ g⊗Ω2n−1(M), M is the base man-
ifold. Here, the Chern-Simons form is defined as
Q2n−1(A,F) := 1
(n− 1)!
(
i
2π
)n ∫ 1
0
dt tr(AFn−1t ) (8)
where
Ft = tdA+ t2A2 = tF + (t2 − t)(A)2. (9)
Similarly, integrating the Chern-Simons form over BZ,
we can obtain a number called Chern-Simons invariant
CS2n−1[A,F ] :=
∫
BZ2n−1
Q2n−1(A,F). (10)
For U(1) Abelian group, due to ft = tda (f is the
curvature form and a is connection form of U(1) group),
the Chern-Simons can be simply written as:
Q2n−1(A) =
1
n!
(
i
2π
)n
[A(dA)n−1]. (11)
The topology field theory for the linear responses of a
topology insulator in symmetry class A or AII and in
d spatial dimensions is then given by the Chern-Simons
action in D = d+ 1 spacetime dimensions,
SD=2n+1CS = 2π · Chn
∫
RD=2n+1
Q2n+1(A)
= 2πi · Chn · CS2n+1[A]. (12)
Here, the physical response of the topological insulator
in even-dimensional spatial space d can be obtained by
coupling an external space-time dependent U(1) Abelian
gauge group. While the Chern-Character number Chn
computed from the the Berry curvature form in d = 2n
space dimensions. For the gauge transformation (2) of A
is not covariant, the Chern-Simons character not unique
defined. For two different choices of gauge A and A′,
which are connected by a gauge transformation like equa-
tion (2) and (3), we have
Q2n−1(A′,F ′)−Q2n−1(A,F) = Q2n−1(g−1dg, 0)+dα2n,
(13)
where α2n is some 2n form[29, 35]. Implementing ex-
terior d to the equation (13) two sides and in the
light of the relation with Chern characteristic (7), one
can prove the equation (13) is correct (Note that
Q2n−1(g
−1Ag, g−1Fg) = Q2n−1(A,F)). The first term
of right hand side of (13) is a very important invariant
called winding number density, it’s explicit formula can
be obtained according to (8)
Q2n−1(g
−1dg, 0)
=
1
(n− 1)!
(
i
2π
)n ∫ 1
0
dt tr(A(t2 − t)n−1A2n−2)
=
1
(n− 1)!
(
i
2π
)n
tr[(g−1dg)2n−1]
∫ 1
0
dt (t2 − t)n−1
=
(−1)n−1
(n− 1)!
(
i
2π
)n
tr[(g−1dg)2n−1]B(n, n)
=
(−1)n−1(n− 1)!
(2n− 1)!
(
i
2π
)n
tr[(g−1dg)2n−1] (14)
= ω2n−1[g] (15)
where B(n, n) is Beta function. The integral of
ω2n−1[g] is winding number
W2n−1[g] :=
∫
BZ2n−1
Q2n−1(g
−1dg, 0) =
∫
BZ2n−1
ω2n−1[g]
(16)
it’s a integer, which counts the nontrivial winding of the
map g(k) : BZ2n−1 → U(N). Since it’s very important
for use in physics, we outline a prove for base manifold
S2n.
Consider a principle fibre bundle (P, S2n, π,G) with
the connection one-form ω on P . Since the base mani-
fold S2n is non-trivial, it is not possible to define gauge
potential globally. We thus need to split the S2n into
two parts to cover . We define the gauge potential
A± = σ
∗
±ω where σ± are sections associated with the
trivialization (H±, φ±) over the slightly enlarged hemi-
spheres of S2n as the local coverings, and with the over-
lap region S2n−1 ⊂ H+ ∩ H−. Define a local curvature
two-form F± = dA± + A± ∧ A±. The transformation
function is g ∈ G. Then, we have a 2n − 1-form on the
overlap region H+ ∩ H− ⊃ S2n−1 according to equation
(13):
ω2n−1[g] = Q2n−1(A+, F+)−Q2n−1(A−, F−)+dα. (17)
Based on Stokes’ theorem (1) then we have
(S2n−1, ω2n−1[g])
= (S2n−1, Q2n−1(A+, F+)−Q2n−1(A−, F−) + dα)
= (S2n−1, Q2n−1(A+, F+)−Q2n−1(A−, F−))
= (∂H+, Q2n−1(A+, F+))− (∂H−, Q2n−1(A−, F−))
= (H+, dQ2n−1(A+, F+))− (H−, dQ2n−1(A−, F−))
= (H+, chn(F+))− (H−, chn(F−))
= (S2n, chn(F ))
= Chn[F ] = W2n−1[g] ∈ Z, (18)
where we have used the (S2n−1, dα) = (∂S2n−1, α) = 0
due to the boundless of sphere.
The Chern-Simons effective action of topology field
theroy with interacting can be written in terms of
6the imagine-time single particle Green function G ≡
G(k, ω)[15],(k is the reciprocal vector, ω is frequency),
the prefactor of this form in 2n+ 1 D can be expressed
as[17, 18]
N2n+1[G] ≡ −
∫
BZ×Rω
ω2n+1[G
−1] = −W2n+1[G−1],
(19)
it is an integer, where G is the imagine-time Green func-
tion. Therefore, N2n+1[G] is a inter valued topological
invariant. Finally, the interacting Chern-Simons effec-
tive action can be written in a more compact way,
SD=2n+1CSi = 2π ·N2n+1[G] · CS2n+1[A]
= 2π ·W2n+1[G−1] · CS2n+1[A], (20)
this beautiful mathematical structure of topology field
theory is amazing, from which one can obtain various of
physical quantities, such as quantization of hall conduc-
tance, topological magnetoelectrical effect, and so on[24].
We will give a systematic discussion in later of our paper.
In summary, Chern character is an very important
characteristic classes denoting the non-triviality of com-
plex principle fiber bundles. It sets up the relationship
between differential geometry and topology, one can find
the beautiful mathematical topology structure in CMP
through the Berry phase gauge potential. Another im-
portant mathematical tool in CMP to study topologi-
cal phenomenons is homotopy theory, which investigat-
ing the map from Sn to the manifold being studied. This
will be discussed in the following subsection.
C. Homotopy theory
Ever since 1970s[36], the language of homotopy group
has been used to classify defects in ordered media in
CMP[18]. For example, the point defects in 3D space
are determined by classes of mapping S2 → R of a closed
surface S2 embracing the defect point into the vacuum
manifold. These topological classes form the second ho-
motopy group π2(R). Another example is the winding
number defined in the last subsection, it actually in-
dicates different mapping from S2n−1 → G(C) see the
equation of (16) and (18). In homotopy theory, it’s writ-
ten as π2n−1(G(C)). It indicates whether the manifold
of G(C) has the 2n dimensional ”hole” or not. So we
can also get fire bundle topology properties by investi-
gating how many different mapping from base manifold
to structure group that can’t continue deformation into
each other. In fact, the homotopy theory tells us that
π2n−1(G(C)) = Z, and π2n(G(C))= 0 for large enough
rank matrix. Hence, it’s a rough classification principle,
but one can immediately know whether the fiber bun-
dle is non-trivial or not although don’t know the specific
value of Z.
In homotopy theory, we are interested in continuous
deformation of maps of one to another. Let X and Y
be topological spaces and let F be the set of continuous
maps, from X to Y. We introduce an equivalence relation,
called ’homotopic to’, in F by which two maps f, g ∈ F
are identified if the image f(X) is continuously deformed
to g(X) in Y.
Let X,Y are two m dimensional manifolds. f, g : X →
Y are continuous maps, if there is a map
F : X × [0, 1]→ Y (21)
such that F (x, 0) = f(x), F (x, 1) = g(x), x ∈ X , then the
map F is called a homotopy between f and g, denoting as
f
F≃ g. Homotopy is an equivalence relation, the topology
property of X and Y can be compared according to the
equivalence class. For example, if the manifold of X is
the Hamiltonian, then one can classify them by homotopy
discussion as Qi[24] for non-chiral topological insulator
and Ryu[35] for chiral topological insulator.
The most important thing of this article is to clas-
sify fibre bundles. How many different principle bundle
P (M,G) can be constructed for a given base manifoldM
and structural group G with homotopy language? For
the n-sphere base manifold Sn, it can be covered with
two open sets because the non-triviality of sphere. The
principle fibre bundle P can be written as a trivial direct
product restricted in every open set,
P |x∈Uα = Uα ×G. (22)
However, we need a gauge transformation to connect in
the overlap region of coverings (homotopically to Sn−1),
it’s a map from overlap region to Lie group G,
ψαβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → G. (23)
It is homotopically to the map form Sn−1 to G. Conse-
quently, the classification of P (Sn, G) is tantamount to
calculating πn−1(G).
For the classification of a general fiber bundle
P (M,G), we need classification theorem of G-bundle in
mathematic[29]. That’s to say for one principle fiber bun-
dle there is a corresponding universal bundle is defined
as
G −−−−→ ξ(G)y
BG,
with the property
πk(ξ(G)) = 0, k ≥ 1. (24)
One can classify the fiber bundles homotopically because
the universal bundles has the following properties: If
there is a continuous map from manifold M to BG
f :M −→ BG, (25)
and the associated bundle map f∗
f∗ : ξ(G) −→ P (M,G) (26)
7we will get that the given principle bundle is isomorphism
to the pull back of the universal bundle
P (M,G) ≃ f∗ξ(G). (27)
In addition, if f ≃ g, then f∗ξ(G) ≃ g∗ξ(G). The base
manifold of universal bundle is called classifying space.
That is to say there is a one to one corresponding between
the equivalence of principle fiber bundle P (M,G) and the
set of continuous mapping homotopy class [M,BG]. The
key point is now that homotopically different bundles are
distinguished by homotopically distinct maps. Because
of the following long fiber bundle exact sequence[37],
· · · → πk(ξ(G))→ πk(BG)→ πk−1(G)→ πk−1(ξ(G))→ · · ·
one can get the set [Sn, BG] = πn(BG) = πn−1(G) due
to equation (24), which agrees well with the results dis-
cussed above.
For example, for unitary fibre bundles, the classifying
space is Grassmanian GN,n(C) = U(N)/(U(n)× U(N −
n)) for sufficiently large N . Thus, the set of different
TSM in class A is the set [M,Gn(C
∞)] = [M,BU ], where
Gn(C
∞) = limN→∞GN,n(C) ≡ BU . We thus found for
the set V ectn(M,C) of inequivalent U(n) bundles over
M the expression
V ectn(M,C) = [M,BU ], (28)
which is known for some rather simple base manifolds.
In particular for spheres Sd (which can be demonstrated
the continuum model of class A topological matter ), the
different state can be expressed as
V ectn(S
d,C) = [Sd, BU ] = πd(BU) = πd−1(U), (29)
so the classifying space for class A is BU , which is de-
noted as C0 = (U(k +m)/U(k)× U(m))× Z in ref[32].
One more thing we need to introduced is Bott periodic-
ity, it’s an very important theorem both in homotopy and
topology K theory (will be discussed later). It’s firstly
proved by Bott using Morse theory, one can reference
the book of Milnor[38].
Next, we introduce the 2-periodicity theorem for large
rank unitary group. Firstly, we show that the homotopy
group will be stable with the rank increasing. Geomet-
rically, the unitary matrices satisfying U †U = I are just
unit vector in CN , the shape is tantamount to sphere
S2N−1. The action of U(N) is transitive and the stable
group of x ∈ S2N−1 is U(N − 1), so sphere can be seen
as quotient group like S2N−1 ≃ U(N)/U(N−1). For the
quotient group structure of sphere, there will be a short
exact sequence
0 −→ U(N − 1) i−→ U(N) pi−→ S2N−1 −→ 0, (30)
where i and π are inclusion map and projection map,
respectively. Since the simplicity of low rank homotopy
group of simply-connected sphere, one can get the long
exact sequence
→ πk+1(S2N−1) ∂→ πk(U(N − 1))
i∗→֒ πk(U(N)) pi∗→ πk(S2N−1) ∂→ (31)
where ∂ is the boundary map, i∗ and π∗ are the push for-
ward map of i and π. Applying the long exact sequence
above (31) and the well know triviality of low rank ho-
motopy group of sphere, we get the high rank of unitary
group is stable as following
πk(U(N)) = πk(U(N + 1)) = · · · = πk(U∞), k < 2N.
(32)
The homotopy group of U(N) will be stable with enough
big rank N , now one may ask the question: How does
the homotopy group for stable range U(N) varies with
the k increasing? In order to answer this question, a few
definitions should be introduced. For a given connected
manifold M , a map γ(t) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) denotes a path from
point p = γ(0) to point q = γ(1) on M , the space of all
of paths is called path space, denoting as Ω(M,p, q). In
the special case, p = q, the space is called loop space of
manifold, denoting as Ω(M,p) = Ω(M). One can get the
beautiful formula from the long exact sequence of fiber
bundle
πi(Ω(M)) = πi+1(M), i ≥ 1. (33)
Combining above formula and equation (29) we obtain
Ω(BU) = U, (34)
that is to say, U is the loop space of BU . Now we can
describe the Bott periodicity theorem for unitary group
with Morse theory[37–39]. We approximation the loop
space of U(2N) by minimal geodesics from I to −I :
d(λ) = eiλA, where A is a Hermitian matrix satisfying
A2 = 1 so that d(0) = I and d(π) = −I (one can prove
this is a minimal geodesic). Any such matrix A divides
C2N into +1 and -1 eigenspaces or, in other words, it can
be written in the form
A = U †
(
IN 0
0 −IN
)
U, (35)
where IN is the N×N matrix. ThereforeA can be viewed
as the N dimensional plane in C2N , then A ∈ GN,2N ∼=
U(2N)/U(N)× U(N). Thus the manifold Ωd of the set
minimal geodesics from I to −I on U(2N) homotopiclly
equivalence to GN,2N , denoting as Ω
d ≃ GN,2N . If de-
noting the path space of U(2N) as Ω(U(2N)), the Ωd
and Ω will have the homotopy relationship according to
the foundation theorem of Morse,
πi(Ω
d) = πi(Ω), i < 2N + 2. (36)
Due to the equation (33), we have the following
πi(GN,2N ) = πi+1(U(2N)), i < 2N. (37)
8In other hand, Grassmann maifold GN,2N is the clas-
sifying space of U(N) fiber bundle, one can write the
fibration sequence like followings
U(N)→ VN,2N → GN,2N
, where VN,2N is the Stiefel manifold, with the property
πi(VN,2N ) = 0 for i < 2N . Therefore, we get the rela-
tionship following:
πi(GN,2N) = πi−1(U(2N)), i < 2N. (38)
Combining the eqution (37) and above we get the fa-
mous Bott 2-periodicity theorem for stable range unitary
group,
πi−1(U(2N)) = πi+1(U(2N)), 1 < i < 2N. (39)
For the stable homotopy group we have
πi+2(U) = πi(U), π2k(U) = 0, π2k+1(U) = Z. (40)
Until now, we can write the classification question in
class A TSM in homotopy theory elegant , the distinct
states can be denoted with the homotopy group element
πd−1(U) = πd(ΩU) = πd(BU), so the classifying space
of calss A is just the loop space of the group of fiber
bundle, the next element in the Bott clock[40]. For the
class AIII, the group is Grassmann, so the classifying
space is the loop space of ΩU , denoting as Ω2U = U .
From the Bott periodicity theorem, we know there are
non-trivial TSM in even dimensional space for class A,
while TSM can be found in odd space in class AIII chiral
symmetry unitary. For example, the QIHE can be found
in 2[1] or 4-dimension[4] space but not 3-dimension space,
the reasons are the Bott periodicity theorem (40).
For systems which obey anti-unitary symmetries such
as time reversal symmetry T and charge conjugation C,
the structure group will be orthogonal group O(n) at
the symmetry invariant points of Brillion zone[41]. The
real analogue of Bott periodicity with period 8 have an-
other version of modular of Clifford algebra. Firstly, we
show the modular space with 8 period. Assuming n is
a multiple of 16, so we consider the action of O(16n) on
a vector space V over R of dimension 16n. Let the set
{Ji : i = 1, · · · , k− 1} be the anti-commuting orthogonal
complex structures, which means they obey
JiJj + JjJi = −2δijI. (41)
Now let Ωk(16n) be the space of complex structure J
set that anti-commuting with fixed {Ji}k−11 . Hence, it is
the subspace of Ωk−1(16n). The sequence of seeking for
the homogenous space of Ωi can be viewed as a sequence
symmetry breaking process[40],
Ωk(16n) ⊂ Ωk−1(16n) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ω1(16n) ⊂ O(16n)
This process can be physically realized in chiral symme-
try field theory[42].
The subgroup of O(16n) that commutes with J1 is
U(8n) and O(16n) action on the space is transitivity. So
the space is isomorphism to the homogenous space
Ω1(16n) ≃ O(16n)/U(8n). (42)
In a similar manner, the subgroup of U(8n) that com-
mutes with both J1 and J2 is the symplectic group
Sp(4n), so the space of Ω2(16n) is homogenous space
as
Ω2(16n) ≃ U(8n)/Sp(4n). (43)
After introducing J3 we consider the operator α =
J1J2J3 ∈ O(16n), satisfying α2 = I. Therefore it pos-
sesses two eigenspaces V±, in which it takes the value
±1 respectively. Because of [α, J1] = 0 and [α, J2] = 0,
V± doesn’t change under the action of J1 or J2. The
subgroup of Sp(4n) commuting with J1, J2, J3, and pre-
serving this structure is Sp(2n) × Sp(2n). Finally, the
homogenous space is the quaternionic Grassmann mani-
fold
Ω3(16n) ≃ Sp(4n)/(Sp(2n)× Sp(2n)). (44)
Next introduce J4 and let β = J3J4. We have [β, J1] =
[β, J2] = 0, αβ + βα = 0 and β
2 = −I. β therefore pre-
serves the quaternionic structure and is a quanternionic
isometry from V+ to V−. It is an element of Sp(2n). So
the group preserving this structure is the diagonal sub-
group of Sp(2n)× Sp(2n). Finally, the space of Ω4(16n)
is the homogenous space as following
Ω4(16n) ≃ (Sp(2n)× Sp(2n))/Sp(2n) = Sp(2n). (45)
Let introduce J5 and construct γ = J1J4J5 which
has γ2 = I and commutes with α and J1 but anti-
commutes with J2. So γ therefore acts within the V+(V−)
eigenspace of α and divides it into two mutually orthogo-
nal eigenspaces W± with W− = J2W+. Conversely such
a decomposition uniquely determines J5. γ is transitiv-
ity on the action of Sp(2n), and U(2n) is preserving W
complex structure J1. So the space of Ω5 is
Ω5(16n) ≃ Sp(2n)/U(2n). (46)
Next introduce J6 and set δ = J2J4J6 which com-
mutes with α and γ but anti-commutes with J1. There-
fore, it will splits again in the W±, denoting the mutu-
ally orthogonal eigenspacesX±. The eigenspaces satisfies
X− = J1X+. Since J1 is the complex structure, U(2n)
is transitivity , the subgroup preserving this structure is
O(2n). So the range of choices for J6 is the homogenous
space
Ω6(16n) ≃ U(2n)/O(2n). (47)
Now introduce J7 and set η = J1J6J7 which commutes
with α, γ, δ and splits X± into ±1 subspaces Y±. The
group preserving this decomposition is therefore O(n) ×
9O(n). So it’s easy written the space of Ω7(16n), just the
orthogonal Grassmann manifold like following
Ω7(16n) ≃ O(2n)/(O(n) ×O(n)). (48)
Finally, we introduce J8. Now the orthogonal transfor-
mation ǫ = J7J8 commutes with α, γ, δ but anticommutes
with η. It is therefore an isometry mapping Y+ to Y−. So
the group preserving this structure is the diagonal group
of O(n)×O(n). The space of Ω8(16n) is following
Ω8(16n) ≃ (O(n) ×O(n))/O(n) = O(n). (49)
From above tedious enumeration, we obtain the mod-
ular space of Clifford algebra has the period 8. This
process closely follow [38] and [37], readers who are in-
teresting in the details may reference the books. Morse
theory have established the relationship between the
loop space Ω(O(16n)) and the minimal geodesic space
of Ωd(O(16n)). In addition, for the homogenous space
like above Ωi(16n), one can prove the space of mini-
mal geodesic set from Ji to −Ji is homeomorphism to
Ωi+1(16n). In summary, the link can be set up using
minimal geodesic space as following
Ω(Ωi(16n)) ≃ Ωd(Ωi(16n)) ≃ Ωi+1(16n) (50)
Combing this relationship and equation (33) we obtain
πi−1(Ωi(16n)) = πi(Ωi+1(16n))
where n is big enough. With the n limit to infinity, we
have the following homotopy equivalence
πkO = πk−1Ω1 = · · · = π1Ωk−1. (51)
Orthogonal group will be in the stable range as the uni-
tary group with the enough big rank, we can write the
explicit relationship as following (n is large enough)
πk(O(16n)) = πk−1(O(16n)/U(8n))
= πk−2(U(8n)/Sp(4n))
= πk−3(Sp(4n)/(Sp(2n)× Sp(2n)))
= πk−4(Sp(2n))
= πk−5(Sp(2n)/U(2n))
= πk−6(U(2n)/O(2n))
= πk−7(O(2n)/(O(n) ×O(n)))
= πk−8(O(n)). (52)
It is straightforward to calculate the zero rank homotopy
group of these homogenous space
π0(O(n)) = Z2,
π0(O(2n)/U(n)) = Z2,
π0(U(2n)/Sp(n)) = 0,
π0(Sp(2n)/(Sp(n)× Sp(n))) = Z,
π0(Sp(n)) = 0,
π0(Sp(n)/U(n)) = 0,
π0(U(n)/O(n)) = 0,
π0(O(2n)/(O(n) ×O(n))) = Z. (53)
Combining (52) and (53), we can compute any of the
stable homotopy groups.
Until now, we have introduced the well known signif-
icant Bott periodicity theorem of unitary group and or-
thogonal group in the stable limit range. We can study
the fiber bundle topology through the homotopy classi-
fication G-bundle theorem. For the structure group like
homogenous space Ωi, one can easily know the corre-
sponding classifying space is just the loop space of it as
Ω(Ωi) = Ωi+1. Consequently, we can homotopically clas-
sify all structural group like Ωi principle fiber bundles.
Actually, the eight real classes and two complex classes
homogenous spaces are all symmetry spaces in mathe-
matics, called Carten ten symmetry spaces.
In physics, the complex structure space Ωi(O) is the
same of imposition a symmetry such as time reversal to
a system classified by the space of Ωi−1(O). So when ap-
plying a symmetry on the homogenous spaces of a phys-
ical system, the resulting space is tantamount the loop
space of before.
The homotopy theory is a roughly classification prin-
ciple compared with the homology characteristic classes,
but it is very convenient to classify the non-trivial TSM
quickly. For example, the time-reversal invariant topo-
logical insulators in class AII, the group of fiber bun-
dles can be identified with U(8n)/Sp(4n), the classi-
fying space will be its loop space Ω3. From homo-
topy theory discussed in this subsection, we know in 4
dimension space (because time reversal change k to -
k, so we should compute -4 rank homotopy group[32])
π−4(Ω3) = π4(Ω3) = π0(Ω7) = Z, this indicates there
are non-trivial TSM, which is the 4D quantum Hall ef-
fect. As the same reason, in 3 dimension and 2 dimen-
sion space, we can obtain π−3(Ω3) = π0(Ω8) = Z2 and
π−2(Ω3) = π0(Ω1) = Z2, respectively. These topological
insulators correspond to quantum spin Hall effect and 3
dimension strong topological insulator, respectively.
In addition, we can classify all non-trivial TSMs in
the special dimension d = 0 until now, because in this
case, we don’t need to think about the problem of in-
volution of reciprocal k space[32, 39, 43]. Following the
convention of Ref.[32], we rename the classify spaces by
Rq, q = 0, 1, · · · , 7. for real case and Cq, q = 0, 1 for com-
plex case, respectively. We obtain five non-trivial TSMs
in 0-dimensional space, which is denoted in the table I.
Bott periodicity predict the pattern of topology state
of matter have 8-period for real case and 2-period for
complex case in the space dimension. In fact, the ho-
mogenous space ΩiO is called symmetry class in mathe-
matic, E´lie Cartan observed that there are precisely ten
families of compact symmetric spaces in the 1920s, it
contains two complex and eight real symmetric spaces,
respectively. In physics, Altland-Zirnbauer [44] (AZ)
have found the one to one correspondence between single-
particle Hamiltonians and the set of symmetric spaces.
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TABLE I. Table of classifying space Rq, Cq. The first column
denotes the symmetric spaces. The second column ’Cartan
label’ is the name given to the corresponding symmetric space
in E´lie Cartan’s classification scheme. The last column is the
corresponding zero homotopy group.
Classifying Space Cartan label pi0
R0 = {O(2n)/(O(n) ×O(n))} × Z AI Z
R1 = O(16n) BDI Z2
R2 = O(16n)/U(8n) D Z2
R3 = U(8n)/Sp(4n) DIII 0
R4 = {Sp(4n)/(Sp(2n) × Sp(2n))} × Z AII Z
R5 = Sp(2n) CII 0
R6 = Sp(2n)/U(2n) C 0
R7 = U(2n)/O(2n) CI 0
C0 = U(2n)/(U(n) × U(n))× Z A Z
C1 = U(n) AIII 0
D. Map Degree
In this subsection we briefly introduce some differen-
tial topology contents. In order to investigate the topol-
ogy of manifold, we can study the Characteristic class or
homotopy group like above subsections. Another tool to
obtain the topology properties is more subtle. We mainly
list the important Brouwer degree[45], which is used to
prove the equivalence of topological invariants discrete
formula used by Kane[46] and integration formula used
by Qi[24]. A reference book[47] of Milnor is recommend
to read, which is a very classic and many important the-
orems are contained.
Firstly, we introduce some definitions used in differen-
tial topology. Let f :M1 →M2 be a smooth map, denot-
ing m1,m2 as the dimension of corresponding manifold.
If (rankf)p < m2, p ∈ M1, then the point of p is called
a critical point of f , the image f(x) is called a critical
value. While for (rankf)p = m2, p ∈ M1, it’s named a
regular point of f and the image f(x) is called a regular
value, where (rankf)p is the usual Jacobin determinant
at point p. According to the famous theorem of Morse-
Sard[47], we know the measure of the set of critical value
is zero, so nearly all points in M2 are in regular value
set. Secondly, a manifold is called orientable, if the sign
of Jacobian determinant is preserved during the overlap
of any open coverings.
Now we can introduce the degree of map called
Brouwer degree. Let M1,M2 are m dimension orientable
manifolds, f : M1 → M2 is a smooth map, p ∈ M1 is
the regular point of f , q = f(p). Now we can consider
the differential isomorphism associated the smooth map
f , Tpf = (df)p : TpM1 → TqM2, if the orientable is pre-
served, denoting degpf=1; while it’s reversal, denoting
degpf=-1. In summary, degpf is called the degree of f
at point p ∈M1. Assuming the manifold M1 is compact,
q is the regular point of f , then
deg(f, q) =
∑
p∈f−1(q)
degpf (54)
is called the Brouwer degree of f about regular value
q, where p ∈ f−1(q) are the regular points of f . It’s
evidence Brouwer degree is an integer. The geometrical
meaning of Brouwer degree is very easy. Because of the
inverse function theorem, there is a neighborhood open
V ⊂M2 set of q and every point p ∈ f−1(q) has an open
neighborhood set U(p) ⊂M1, such that f : U(p)→ V is
a diffemorphism, it will preserve or reversal orientation
according to the type of p. Hence, deg(f, q) is the algebra
sum of covering V under the map of f . This is the discret
formula in differential topology.
Another formula is an integrate form. Generally, for
a map f : M1 → M2, where the two manifold have the
same dimension and both are orientable. We can define
the degree of f as
deg(f) =
∫
M1
f∗(ω), (55)
where ω is the volume form on M2 satisfying
∫
M1
ω = 1,
and f∗(ω) is the pullback of ω on M1 under f . One can
prove the two formula is identity.
In order to prove this, assuming every U(p) is a open
set of f−1(q). Let volume form ω onM2 is
∫
M2
ω 6= 0 and
supp(ω) ⊂ V , then supp(f∗ω) ⊂ ∪U(p) (suup stands for
suuport set, it means the volume on suuport set is not
zero, otherwise it is zero),∫
M1
f∗(ω) =
∑
p
∫
U(p)
f∗(ω)
=
∑
p
degpf
∫
V
ω
=
∑
p
degpf = deg(f, q), (56)
where we have used the volume form transformation for-
mula, it is just the Jacobian determination, and the nor-
malization condition of the volume form on M2.
In physics, Wang[45] have proved the equivalent topo-
logical invariants between FKM descret[48] formula and
QHZ[24] integrate formula with the Brouwer degree. He
investigate the manifold T 3 and SU(2), which are all 3-
dimension, so we can study the map degree. Duan’s[49]
tensor current theory is a beautiful topology tool using
the δ function and Brouwer degree, he established some
beautiful relationship between the zeros of a vector field
and the topology property, giving an inner structure of
the Gauss-Binet-Chern theorem[50]. The readers who
are interested can reference his articles[51, 52].
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E. Topology K-theory
Topology K theory firstly was constructed by
Grothendieck, then was developed primarily by Atiyah
and Hizebruch in the early 1960s, and for a general refer-
ence, the reader is referred to Atiyah’s classic text[53].
The topology K theory mainly intent to construct a
Abelian group for vector bundles. As we all know, the
direct sum of two vector bundles E
⊕
F is the direct
sum of their fibers over each point. But this addi-
tion has only a semi-group structure, since E
⊕
G =
F
⊕
G ; E ≃ F . From the minimal counterexample
we can get some clues, given a vector bundles of sphere
by E = TS2, F = S2×R2, F is clearly trivial, whereas E,
the tangent bundle of S2 is well known to be non-trivial
(π1(SO(2)) = π1(U(1)) = Z). However, adding NS
2, the
bundle of normal vectors to S2, to both bundles E,F we
obtain the same trivial bundle S2 × R3. This motivates
the concept of stable equivalence,
E
s≃ F ⇐⇒ E ⊕ Zm ≃ F ⊕ Zn, (57)
where Zn =M ×Kn,K = R,C is the trivial bundle over
the fixed base manifold M , which plays the role of an
additive zero as far as stable equivalence is concerned.
Let VecK(M) be the isomorphism classes of K−vector
bundles over M . Note that stably equivalent bundles
can have different fiber dimension, as m 6= n in general
in equation (57). Because of a theorem called triviality
of vector bundles in mathematics, for any compact base
manifold, every bundle can be augmented to a trivial
bundle, i.e.,
∀G, ∃H, l such that G⊕H = Z l, (58)
this theorem has a deep connection with Whitney em-
bedding theorem. Combing (57) and (58), we can loose
the stable equivalence condition, such that,
E ⊕G ≃ F ⊕G =⇒ E s≃ F. (59)
Now let us construct the K group about M by virtue
of the Grothendieck construction: Consider the pairs
(E1, E2) ∈ VecK(M) × VecK(M). We define K(M) to
be all pairs formal difference E − F of vector bundles,
modulo the equivalence relation
E1−E2 = F1−F2 ⇐⇒ ∃G ,E1⊕F2⊕G ≃ E2⊕F1⊕G
(60)
The resulting set K(M) is then an Abelian group with
negatives given by −(E − F ) = (F − E).
Given a smooth map f : M → N and a vector bundle
F over N , we can construct the induced bundle f∗F over
M satisfying (f ∗ F )x = Ff(x) for all x ∈ M . In partic-
ular, if the map i : pt → M is the inclusion of a point
in M , then we obtain a map i∗ : K(M) → K(pt) ∼= Z.
A vector bundle over a point is a vector space, which is
given up to ismorphism by its dimension. Defining the
reduced K-group by K˜(M) = Keri∗, we obtain the split-
ting K(M) ∼= K˜(M) ⊕ K(pt). Viewing K˜(M) as K(M)
modulo the trivial bundles, K˜(M) then consists of classes
of stable vector bundles.
The key idea in K-theory is that of stable equivalence,
which is also our main physical motivation to study it.
Augmenting them by some bundles doesn’t affect our
physical classification, because we can adding an extra
flat band on an insulator. The final twist is that K-theory
deals with differences between objects rather than objects
themselves. The stable equivalence means K˜(M) have a
homotopy demonstration. Actually, K group of a base
manifold is identity to the class of homotopy equivalence
from base manifold to classifying space discussed in the
last subsection[54],
VecK(M) = [M,BG] = K˜(M). (61)
The isomorphism between [M,BG] and K˜(M) can be
proved explicitly by the homotopically classification
principle-G bundles theorem talked in subsection homo-
topy. Let ξ(G) is the universal fiber bundle, f1 ≃ f2 and
g1 ≃ g2 are the maps from base manifold M to classify-
ing space BG. Define f∗1,2ξ(G) and g
∗
1,2ξ(G) are the pull
back fire bundles on the base manifold M . We can con-
struct the following isomorphism map according to the
maps of homotopically equivalence have the isomorphism
pull back bundles,
[f∗1 ξ(G)]−[g∗1ξ(G)] = [f∗2 ξ(G)]−[g∗2ξ(G)]↔ K˜(M) (62)
where [ ] stands for equivalence fire bundles, and the
equation is correct because of (f∗1 ξ(G) ≃ f∗2 ξ(G)) and
(g∗1ξ(G) ≃ g∗2ξ(G)). Hence, the zero element in K˜(M)
just the pull back bundles with the homotopically equiv-
alence maps. Consequently, we have the equation (61).
As discussed in the homotopy subsection, we know the
2-period and 8-period for complex and real stable equiva-
lence bundles. This immediately implies in the language
of K-theory for the base manifold of sphere Sd
πd+2(C0) = K˜U(S
d+2) = K˜U(Sd) = πd(C0) (63)
πd+8(R0) = K˜O(S
d+8) = K˜O(Sd) = πd(R0), (64)
where we have called K˜U for complex K-theory and K˜O
for real K-theory, with 2-period and 8-period, respec-
tively. We define
K˜U
−d
(M) = K˜U(SdM), K˜O
−d
(M) = K˜O(SdM),
where S is the reduced suspension[54] which for a sphere
Sk indeed satisfies SSk = Sk+1. The stronger version of
the Bott periodicity in K-theory now reads[53, 54]
K˜U
−d−2
(M) = K˜U
−d
(M), (65)
K˜O
−d−8
(M) = K˜O
−d
(M), (66)
which only for M = Sd trivially follows from equation
(63) and (64). Using this periodicity, the definition of
K˜U
−d
or K˜O
−d
(M) can be formally extended to d ∈ Z.
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From the loop space definition discussed in the subsection
homotopy, we easily know the loop operator is the adjoint
topological operator with suspension,
Map∗(SX, Y ) =Map∗(X,ΩY ) (67)
which is the natural identification[55] between basepoint-
preserving maps from the reduced suspension of X to Y
and from X to the space of based loops in Y . From this
we can get the following relationship
K˜O
−q
(M) = [SqM,R0] = [M,Ω
qR0] = [M,Rq], (68)
K˜U
−q
(M) = [SqM,C0] = [M,Ω
qC0] = [M,Cq]. (69)
Hence, one can get all topology information about the
stable equivalence bundles for arbitrary base manifold
M by K-theory.
The classification of all TSMs is more subtle because
of the interdependence of the two wave vectors k and
−k as the time reversal symmetry in physics. Which
makes the real Bott clock tick counter clockwise. This
requires a more abstract K-theory, called KR theory[56].
It’s a real vector bundles structure over a space (Rd, τ),
where the involution τ is given by k 7→ −k. On one
point compactification, this real space becomes a sphere
S¯d = (Sd, τ) with the same involution. Whereas the
ordinary sphere Sd can be viewed as a reduced suspention
S of Sd over the real axis, S¯d of S¯d−1 over the imaginary
axis. This picture is the ordinary complex conjugation
which, restricted to the imaginary axis of the complex
plane is of the same form[56, 57]. Atiyah defined the
KR-theory, K˜R
p,q
(M) for p imaginary axis suspention
S¯p and q real axis suspention Sq, it will be the usual
K˜O-theory when p is zero like following
K˜R
0,q
(M) = K˜O
−q
(M), (70)
he have proved the (1,1) periodicity theorem like
K˜R
p,q
(M) = K˜R
p+1,q+1
(M). (71)
Combing equation (70) and (71) we obtain
K˜R
p,q
(M) = K˜O
p−q
(M) = K˜O
r
(M) (72)
where r = p− q (mod 8).
Now we can compute all K˜R
p,q
for continuum topology
model, the base manifold is identify sphere Sd in d space
dimension. Now we can use equation (72) and (64) to
compute the symmetry class Rq as
K˜R
d,q
(pt) = K˜O
d−q
(pt) = π0(Rq−d), (73)
from the table I we can obtain all symmetry class non-
trivial TSMs in arbitrary space dimension for sphere
model denoting as table 4, which is consistent with
ref[32]. From the equation of (73), we know there are
both 8-period in space dimensions and symmetry classes.
However, the Bott clock is clockwise with the symmetry
classes increasing, while it will reversal the direction as
counterclockwise with the space dimension increasing.
Through discussion above, we can classify all TSMs in
all symmetry classes defined in the homotopy subsection
by compute the K˜O and K˜U. For the classification of the
one point compactificaion continuum model with base
manifold S¯d, the problem can be solved by zero homotopy
group of the classifying spaces due to the Bott periodicity.
The most interesting problem in CMP is the classification
of fiber bundles with base manifold T¯ d = (T d, τ), this is a
more complicated mathematical problem. Here we only
review the general result calculated in ref([32])
K˜O
−q
(T¯ d) ∼=
d−1⊕
s=0
CsdK˜O
−q
(S¯s) =
d−1⊕
s=0
Csdπ0(Rq−s) (74)
where Csd is the binomial factor. Such a result can be
interpreted by stacking the lower dimensional topological
phases to obtain a higher dimensional ones[43]. For 3-
dimension time-reversal symmetry topological insulator,
i.e., d = 3, q = 4, we get:
K˜O
−4
(T¯ 3) ∼= π0(R4)⊕ 3π0(R3)⊕ 3π0(R2) = Z⊕ 3Z2.
(75)
The Z is the number of valence bands, whereas 3Z2 per-
tains to ”weak topological insulator” in physics. For
strong topological insulator we can only computer the
K group of base manifold S¯3 with (73) like following
K˜O
−4
(S¯3) ∼= π0(R4−3) = π0(R1) = Z2. (76)
The most familiar and famous topological state of QIHE
in 2-dimension is describe by the following with equation
(69)
K˜U
−0
(S2) = π2(C0) = π0(C0) = Z, (77)
where the term Z is just the TKNN number[58].
Topology K-theory is a deep and useful mathematic
tool in investigating the topology properties of fire bun-
dles both in physics and mathematics. For the classi-
fication of all TSMs which we are interested in physics
all can be obtained by the K theory or the simple zero
homotopy group of each symmetry classes with the Bott
periodicity. This is a very deep and amazing relationship
between physics and mathematics.
F. Index Theory
Atiyah-Singer (AS) index theorem[53] is the most
deepest mathematic theorems in the last century. It
bridges a relationship between analysis, topology and
differential geometry in mathematics, which contains a
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TABLE II. Classification of topological insulators and super-
conductors as a function of spatial dimension d and symmetry
class, indicated by ’Cartan label’ (first column) The symme-
try classes are grouped into two separate lists, the complex
and real cases, depending on whether the Hamiltonian is com-
plex or whether one (or more) reality conditions (arising from
time-reversal or charge-conjugation symmetries) are imposed
on it. Chiral classes are denoted by bold letters. The sym-
bols Z and Z2 indicate that the topologically distinct phases
within a given symmetry class of topological insulators (su-
perconductors) are characterized by an integer invariant (Z)
or a (Z2) quantity, respectively.
Cartan\dimension 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Complex case :
A Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
AIII 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Real case :
AI Z 0 0 0 Z 0 Z2 Z2
BDI Z2 Z 0 0 0 Z 0 Z2
D Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 Z 0
DIII 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 Z
AII Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0
CII 0 Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0
C 0 0 Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0
CI 0 0 0 Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z
series formulas as its special case, such as Gauss-Bionet-
Chern theorem. In physics, it is the source of some im-
portant quantum anomalies, such as axial anomaly and
Abelian gauge anomaly[26, 29, 37]. There is an intuitive
phenomenon which can let readers know what this theo-
rem to say. As we all know, the wave fluctuation on the
drumheads can be demonstrated with a differential equa-
tion in physics, this theorem will tell you can listen out
how many ”holes” on the drumheads. In other words, one
can obtain some robust topology information from analy-
sis. AS theorem tells us that the analytic-index of differ-
ential equation like Dirac equation can be derived from
some cohomology classes discussed in subsection Chern
character. The prove of this theorem is very complicated,
Atiyah proved the general formula with K theory in the
series texts[53].
Let D : ΓE → ΓF be an elliptic operator like Dirac
operator in physics on a compact space X , where ΓE
and ΓF are the sections of fiber bundle. Then for each
x ∈ X and ξ ∈ T ∗Xx, the symbol σ(x, ξ) [29]of D is a
homomorphism Ex → Fx varying smoothly with x and
ξ. It thus defines a homogeneous complex
0 −→ π∗E −→ π∗F −→ 0
over the cotangent bundle T ∗X . Since D is elliptic, we
know that σ(x, ξ) is invertible for ξ 6= 0, and so this
complex is exact outside the zero section. So it defines an
element of K(T ∗X), called the symbol of D and denoted
by σ(D). The kernel of D is the set of null eigenvectors
kerD = {s ∈ ΓE|Ds = 0}
Suppose E and F are endowed with fiber metrics, which
will be denoted 〈, 〉E and 〈, 〉F , respectively. The adjoint
D† : ΓF → ΓE of D defined by
〈s′ , Ds〉 = 〈D†s′ , s〉
where s
′ ∈ ΓE and s ∈ ΓF . Now we can define the
cokernel of D by
coker(D) = ΓF/imD
where im is the image set of D. The elliptic operators
whose kernel and conkernel are both finite dimensional
are called Fredholm operator. The analytic index
indD ≡ dim kerD − dim cokerD. (78)
It is known from the general theory of operators that
elliptic operators on a compact manifold are Fredholm
operators. It also can be expressed as
indD = dim kerD − dim kerD†. (79)
This is the analytic definition of index of elliptic operator,
now there is a corresponding topological definition of it
using the symbol σ(D) of operator. If X is a compact
manifold, choose an embedding i : X → Rm for large
enough m, and let j : P → Rm be the inclusion of the
origin. In fact, j! : K(TP ) → K(TRm) is simply the
Thom isomorphism ϕ : K(pt) → K(Cm), and so we can
define the topological index to be the composition
t-ind : K(TX)
i!→ K(TRm) j!
−1
→ K(TP ) ∼= Z
Now it is time to introduce the AS theorem. If D is
an elliptic operator on a compact manifold then
indD = t-indσ(D). (80)
AS theorem states that the index of elliptic operators
can be computed with topological invariants. In other
words, the zero-mode solutions of elliptic operators elu-
cidate the topological properties of the manifold which
the operators act on.
In the following, we briefly introduce some important
theorems required to write the topological index in terms
of cohomology, which is very useful for direct computa-
tion. Firstly, for cohomology and K-theory, there is a pro-
found and significant theorem called Thom isomorphism
theorem, respectively. They establish a relationship be-
tween the cohomology group or K-group of base space
and fire bundle space, respectively[59]. Suppose that
E is an oriented real n-plane bundle over X , there ex-
ists a unique generator u ∈ Hn(E,E0) = Hnc (E), where
H∗c () is cohomology with compact supports and E0 is the
deleted space obtained by removing the zero section of
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E, called Thom class of E. Then the following homo-
morphism
ψ : Hk(X) −→ Hk+nc (E), (81)
given by ψ : x 7→ π∗x ∪ u, where π : E → X is the
projection, and ∪ is the cup product in cohomology[54],
is an isomorphism.
In a similar sense, there is a corresponding Thom iso-
morphism theorem in K-theory. Let E is a complex vec-
tor bundle over a compact space X , then the following
homomorphism is isomorphism
ϕ : K(X) −→ K(E) = K˜(E+), (82)
where ϕ : x 7→ π∗(x) · λE , K˜(E+) is the one point com-
pactification of the total space, and λE ∈ K(E) is the
class of Thom[59].
Another important principle is the splitting principle.
It states that every complex vector bundle E over X ,
there exists a space F (E) and a map π : F (E) → X
such that π∗ : H∗(X)→ H∗(F (E)) is injective and π∗E
splits as the direct sum E = L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln of complex
line bundles, where H∗() is the set of cohomology group
of X . Based on this principle, one can prove the follow-
ing identity of Chern character for any complex vector
bundles defined in subsection Chern character satisfying,
ch(E ⊕ F ) = ch(E) + ch(F ),
ch(E ⊗ F ) = ch(E) · ch(F ), (83)
where ⊕ and ⊗ stand for the direct sum and tensor prod-
uct operator in vector space. So the Chern character sets
up a ring homomorphism between K-group and cohomol-
ogy group, like following:
ch : K(X)→ H∗(X). (84)
Using the Chern character, we can compare the Thom
isomorphisms of K-theory and cohomology. Let E be a
complex n−plane bundle over a compact space X , we
obtain the following diagram:
K(X)
ϕ−−−−→ K(E)
ch
y chy
H ∗ (X) ψ−−−−→ H∗c (E)
where the vertical maps are the corresponding Chern
characters and the horizontal maps are the Thom iso-
morphisms ϕ : x 7→ π∗x · λE and ψ : π∗x ∪ u. Since this
diagram does not commute, it is necessary to introduce
a correction factor. Precisely, we set
ψ(µ(E) ∪ ch(x)) = ch(ϕ(x)), (85)
where
µ(E) = ψ−1 ◦ ch ◦ ϕ(1) = ψ−1 ◦ ch(λE) ∈ H∗(X) (86)
Letting i : X → E be the zero section, according to the
pullback of it, i∗λE =
∑
i(−1)i∧i (E), and i∗ψ(x) = x∪e
for x ∈ H∗(X), where ∧ is the wedge product and e is
the Euler class[59]. In particular, taking x = µ(E), it
follows by the naturality of Chern classes that
µ(E) ∪ e = i∗ψ(µ(E)) = i∗ch(λE)
= ch(i∗λE) = ch
(
n∑
0
(−1)i ∧i (E)
)
(87)
Then, invoking the splitting principle, we obtain
µ(E) ∪ e = ch(
n∏
i=1
(1 − Li)) =
n∏
i=1
(1− exi) (88)
where xi = c1(Li) is the Chern class. Since e = cn(E) =∏
i xi we conclude
µ(E) =
n∏
i=1
1− exi
xi
.
To be simply in the formula of index theorem, we defined
another class called Todd class[29] for a complex vector
bundle E, like following
td(E) =
n∏
i=1
xi
1− e−xi (89)
If we denote by E¯ the conjugate bundle of a complex
vector bundle E, so we have xi = −xi then the correction
factor is given by
µ(E) = (−1)ntd(E¯)−1.
The Todd class satisfies td(E⊕F ) = td(E)·td(F ) for any
two vector bundles E and F , and td(n) = 1 for trivial
complex n-plane bundle.
Now we can reformulate the AS theorem in terms of
characteristic classes and cohomology. To write the topo-
logical index in terms of cohomology, let X be a compact
n-dimensional manifold embedded in Rk and consider the
following non-commutative diagram[59]:
K(TX)
ϕ−−−−→ K(TN) h−−−−→ K(TRk) ϕ
′
←−−−− K(TP )y y y y
H∗c (TX)
ψ−−−−→ H∗c (TN) k−−−−→ H∗c (TRk)
ψ
′
←−−−− H∗c (TP )
where ϕ, ψ, ϕ
′
, and ψ
′
are various Thom isomorphisms,
h and k are the extension homomorphisms, and vertical
map is the Chern character ch, T ∗X is replaced by TX
because they are isomorphism. As discussed above, this
diagram does not commute, but they are related by (85)
as
ψ−1 ◦ ch ◦ ϕ : x 7→ (−1)ntd(E¯)−1ch(x). (90)
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In our case, we have td(TR
k
)=1 since TR
k
is clearly a
trivial bundle over the point TP . Since TN ∼= π∗N ⊕
π∗N ∼= (π∗N) ⊗R C, (one can impose on TN the struc-
ture of a complex vector bundle) we see that TN ∼= TN .
Noting that T (TX) ⊕ TN = T (TRk)|TX is a trivial
bundle over TX and that T (TX) ∼= π∗TX ⊕ π∗TX =
π∗TX ⊗R C, we obtain
td(TN)−1 = td(TN)−1 = td(T (TX)) = π∗td(TX⊗RC).
If we define the index class T(X) = td(TX ⊗R C) of a
manifold X , then td(TN)−1 = π∗T(X) and it’s indepen-
dent of the embedding. We thus have the following
ψ
′−1 ◦ ch ◦ ϕ′ : x 7→ (−1)ktd(TRk)−1ch(x) = (−1)kch(x)
ψ−1 ◦ ch ◦ ϕ : x 7→ (−1)n−ktd(TN)−1ch(x)
= (−1)n−kT(X) ∪ ch(x) (91)
Recalling that t-ind = ϕ
′−1 ◦ h ◦ ϕ, by an extended dia-
gram chase we obtain
ch ◦ h ◦ ϕ(x) = (−1)k(t-indx)ψ′(1).
where ψ
′
(1) is the canonical generator of H∗c (TR)
k.
Then letting [TR] be the fundamental homology class
of TR,(pairing with which can be interpreted integrating
over the manifold) we have ψ
′
(1)[TR] = 1, and thus we
obtain[30, 53]
t-indx = (t-indx ∪ ψ′(1))[TRn] = (−1)k(ch ◦ h ◦ ϕ(x))[TRn]
= (−1)k(ch ◦ ϕ(x))[TN ] = (−1)n(ψ(ch ∪ T(X)))[TN ]
= (−1)n(ch(x) ∪ T(X))[TX ]. (92)
So the AS index theorem can be expressed with coho-
mology characteristics. If D is an elliptic operator on a
compact n-dimensional manifold X then
ind(D) = (−1)n(ch(σ(D)) ∪ T(X))[TX ],
where T(X) = td(TX ⊗R C)) is the index class of X .
If X is a oriented n-dimensional manifold, then we have
another familiar formula
ind(D) = (−1)n(n+1)/2(ψ−1◦ch(σ(D))∪T(X))[X ], (93)
where we note that if X is an oriented manifold, then we
have ψ(u)[TX ] = (−1)n(n−1)u[X ] for each u ∈ Hn(X),
ψ : H∗(X)→ H∗(TX) is the Thom isomorphism.
The AS theorem will be more computable if we in-
troduce the concept of elliptic complexes. Consider a
sequence of Fredholm operators,
0 −→ ΓE0 d0−→ ΓE1 d1−→ · · · dn−1−→ ΓEn −→ 0
where ΓEi is a sequence of vector bundle on a compact
base manifold. The sequence (Ei, di) is called elliptic
complex if di satisfying di ◦di−1 = 0 for any i. Let (E, d)
be an elliptic complex over an n-dimensional compact
manifold without boundary. The index of this complex
is given by
indD = (−1)n(n+1)/2
∫
M
ch((−1)r ⊕ Er)) td(TX ⊗R C)
e(TX)
(94)
where e(TX) is the Euler class of X [29].
In physics, the Dirac Hamiltonian H with chiral sym-
metry possesses an index, it relates the integral of the
anomaly polynomial through the formula
ind(H) =
∫
MD
ΩD(R,F), (95)
where ΩD(R,F) is the anomaly polynomial[26] which
can be given by
ΩD(R,F) = (ch(F)Aˆ(R))|D (96)
where Aˆ(R) is the so-called Dirac genus[29], and R is
the usual Riemann curvature two-forms. The anomaly
is an integer is amazing and deep, it reflects the global
topological properties of space-time manifold the physic
system acts on. If we denote ν+(ν−) as the number of
zero-energy modes of chirality +(−) for Dirac Hamilto-
nian, the AS theorem also can be expressed
ν+ − ν− =
∫
MD
ΩD(R,F) (97)
This is a beautiful and profound relation between math-
ematics and physics, the elliptic operator Dirac Hamil-
tonian can reflect the topology properties of the fiber
bundles that it act on. So some robust quantum anoma-
lies in physics is just the property of the elliptic operator
used in physics, such as Dirac operator, Laplace operator
and so on.
III. TOPOLOGY IN PHYSICS
In this section, we apply the topological invariants dis-
cussed above to study the robust physical phenomenons
which protected by topology property of Hamiltonian or
field theory. The robust quantization of QIHE, QSHE in
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional topological insulators
are extensively studied both in experiments and theory
in the last years. During the process of investigate, there
are mainly two routes to demonstrate the topology prop-
erty in theory, they are TBT and TFT. TBT try to study
the topology property of Bloch Hamiltons through char-
acteristic class, which mainly involves single-particle non-
interacting fermion systems. We give the integral formu-
las about any topological insulators or superconductors,
and we popularize one-new topological invariant called
Fu-Kane invariant [60]. Compared with TBT, TFT can
solve some interacting systems, can probe the topology
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response function directly from Chern-Simons effect ac-
tion by coupling an external field like electromagnetic
fields or gravitation field. We give a general relation-
ship between interacting topological invariants which ex-
pressed with Green’s function and non-interacting ones
using Chern-number of valence band, and establish the
relationships of various topological invariants extensively
used in this field. In addition, we discuss the unified
phase-space Chern-Smions theories, and obtain the gen-
erating function of all Chern-Simons effective action in
any space-time dimensions. Following that, we review
the important bulk-boundary correspondence expressing
with something like AS index theorem. What’s more, we
systematically study the 2-complex and 8-real classifying
spaces using loop space discussion, and establish the re-
lations of them for complex and real cases, respectively.
Finally, we give all gapped free-fermions systems classifi-
cation in any symmetry classes and for any base manifold,
i.e., point space, sphere, and torus base manifold.
A. Topological Band Theory
As discussed in the subsection of fibre bundle, the usual
Bloch-Hamiltonian can be seen as the fibre bundles over
the base manifold T d for lattice model, where T d is the
d-dimensional space torus. It will be replaced by Sd d-
dimensional space spheres for continuum model. If the
base manifold replaced by Rd, the total space can be
described as a total product space Rd×H(k), so it stands
for a trivial bundle, there is no chance have a non-trivial
TSMs. Now it’s time to state the problem of TBT, how
to describe the non-trivial topology property for fiber
bundles P (T d, G) or P (Sd, G), G is the structural group
of fiber bundles, also called the symmetry group of Bloch-
Hamiltonian. In order to apply Chern-characteristic to
classify the different fiber bundles, let define the non-
Aelian Berry connection 1-form for occupied bands like
following:
Aab(k) = Aabµ dkµ = 〈u−a (k)|du−b (k)〉, µ = 1, 2, · · · , d,
(98)
where a, b are the valence band index of insulator, d is
the dimension of base manifold and u−a (k) is the valence
band wavefunction. Corresponding the Berry curvature
2-forms are defined by
Fab(k) = dAab + (A2)ab = 1
2
F abµν(k)dkµ ∧ dkν . (99)
After introducing explicit definitions, we can apply the
topological invariants to investigate topology information
that appears in physics, which can be obtained by inte-
grating these local Berry curvature or connection forms
over the base manifold.
In the following, we will give and prove all integral
topological invariants for any TSMs which can be demon-
strated with Bloch equations or BdG ones. And we will
give the Z2 topological invariants homotopiclly discussion
using interpolation used by Qi[24]. In addition, we will
give this construction a topological interpretation using
homotopy theory.
1. Integral topological invariants for Complex case
For class A topological insulator ( IQHE in 2-
dimension), the structure group is U(n) because of no
symmetry constraint on the Hamiltonian, we can use
Chern number Chn[F ](equation (5)) to distinguish any
two different non-trivial TSMs in even-dimension. In
fact, it is just the reflection of πd−1(U(n)) = Z in homo-
topy language (40), we know only there are non-trivial
fibre bundles in even space dimension for structural group
U(n) according to the 2-period Bott theorem for stable
range unitary group. The classifying space is C0 for class
A, so the classification of fiber bundle is equivalent to
the set of homotopically non-equivalent maps from base
manifold [T d, C0] or [S
d, C0]. We rewrite the formula in
the following for convenience,
Chn[F ] =
∫
BZd=2n
1
n!
tr(
iF
2π
)n ∈ πd(C0) = Z. (100)
For class AIII in odd dimensions, another topological
invariants called winding number W2n+1[g] (16) can be
used to classify the different topological states. In this
class, the Hamiltonian equips with the symmetry called
chiral symmetry {H(k),Γ} = 0,Γ2 = 1, where Γ is a uni-
tary matrix that anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian.
In this case, the class AIII Hamiltonians can be brought
into block off-diagonal form,
H =
(
0 q(k)
q†(k) 0
)
, q ∈ U(N),
in the basis in which Γ is diagonal. The topologi-
cal insulators are characterized by the winding number
W2n−1[q], where substitute g with q. The explicit for-
mula can be expressed like following
W2n+1[q] =
∫
BZ2n+1
ω2n+1[g] ∈ πd(C1) = Z, (101)
where ω2n+1[g] is winding number density as defined like
equation (14).
The topology property of H also can be obtained by
studying the zero mode chirality according to AS index
theorem. In fact, H = hˆ + hˆ†, hˆ = q ⊗ τ+, where
τ± = (τx ± τy)/2, τ is the usual Pauli matrix. Thus,
hˆ is a Dirac operator in mathematic. Physically, it sends
a negative chiral state to a positive one while annihilating
all positive chiral states. The chirality of the zero mode
are defined as the index of H ,
ind(H) = dim ker(hˆ†)− dim ker(hˆ). (102)
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Therefore, the analytic index equal to the topological in-
dex due to AS index theorem, ind(H) = W2n+1[q].
Based on the equation of (18) Chn[F ] = W2n−1[g], one
can construct the relationship between class A in even-
dimensional and class AIII in odd-dimensional topologi-
cal insulators, the odd-dimensional topological insulators
”lives” on the equator of sphere. The relation can be ex-
pressed with Stokes theorem,
(Sd, chn(F)) = (Sd−1, ωd−1[g]) = (Sd−1, ωd−1[q]) (103)
where d is an even number, Sd−1 is the equator of the
sphere Sd, and the gauge transformation function g is
replaced by q.When the base manifold is torus T d, the
Sd−1 will be substitute by the interface of two open sets
covering as ∂BZd, ∂ is the boundary operator. The beau-
tiful link can be demonstrated as following, d is an even
number,
πd(C0) ∋ Chd[F ] g↔q−−−−→ Wd−1[q] ∈ πd−1(C1)∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
(Sd, chd(F)) Stokes−−−−→ (Sd−1, ωd−1[q])
where g ↔ q means the gauge transformation group g
in d-dimensional is replaced by the (d − 1)-dimensional
group q.
2. Integral topological invariants for Real case
In physics, there are two anti-unitary symmetries can
compose on the Bloch Hamiltonian of a insulator or Bo-
goliubov de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian of a supercon-
ductor. The Hamiltonian will be in the real case under
the condition of complex operator of anti-unitary.
• (Time reversal) Any anti-unitary operator T that
commutes with band Hamiltonian according to
T−1H(k)T = H(−k) qualifies as a time reversal
(TR) symmetry.
• (Particle-hole ) Any anti-unitary operator C that
anti-commutes with band Hamiltonian according to
C−1H(k)C = −H(−k) qualifies as a particle hole
(PH) symmetry.
• (Chiral) Any unitary operator S that commutes
with band Hamiltonian according to S−1H(k)S =
−H(k) qualifies as a chiral symmetry, such as the
composition TC.
The 8 real symmetry classes can be arranged on a
eight hour ”clock” see Fig.1 according to the sign of T 2
and C2. The four chiral classes with both PH and TR
symmetries are on the corners like (e.g. class CI has
T 2 = 1 and C2 = −1), while the other four non-chiral
symmetries classes with other PH or TR symmetry are
on the axes (e.g. class AII has T 2 = −1 but without
FIG. 1. The 8 real symmetry classes that involve the anti-
unitary symmetry T (time reversal) and/or C (particle-hole)
are specified by the values of T 2 = ±1 and C2 ± 1. They can
be visualized on an eight hour ”clock”[41]. The chiral classes
are denoted as red, while non-chiral is indicated by blue.
PH symmetry). If both PH and TR are present, we may
assume they commute [T,C] = 0.
According to the periodicity table of TSMs in table
II, we know there are four classes non-trivial topological
insulators (superconductors) in one Bott period of every
symmetry group for real case. Now how to decide the
value of the number Z or Z2 specifically ? It is a difficult
problem in general, but we can establish some integral
formulas to describe its non-trivial topology properties
using Berry curvature or connection. Compared with the
complex cases, the integral formula will be more compli-
cated in real cases. Following we will give a general inte-
gral formula for non-chiral classes AII (AI) with TR sym-
metry only and classes D (C) with PH symmetry only.
The Chern number density is subject to the constraint
due to the time reversal symmetry
chn[F(k)] = (−1)nchn[F(−k)], (104)
so the Chern number will be zero in the 2n-dimensional
but not 4n-dimensional. However, the constraint on the
Chern-number density for non-chiral classes D (C) with
PH symmetry only will be replaced by
chn[F(k)] = (−1)n+1chn[F(−k)], (105)
where the extra minus sign comes from the sign different
of Chern-number density of valence band and conduction
band[61], which also can be seen from equation (159).
Hence, there are non-trivial Z topological states in these
non-chiral classes with only PH symmetry for (4n − 2)
dimension. The zero Chern-number can exist for (4n−2)-
dimension with TR symmetry or 4n-dimension with PH
symmetry, it seems we will get trivial fiber bundle. In
other words, there is no obstruction to define the Bloch
wave functions continuously over the entire base space.
However, TR (PH) relation between k and −k allows
for an additional constraint so that the specified by the
degree of freedom of half the Brillouin zone. From the
constraint of Chern-number, we know there is also non-
zero Chern-number in the dimension d ≡ 0 (mod 4) for
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TR symmetry classes and d ≡ −2 (mod 4) for PH sym-
metry classes, generally the condition is s− d ≡ 0 (mod
4)[41, 62] for the other non-chiral classes denoted with
blue color in Fig.1, where s = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 7 (mod 8) de-
noting the class of symmetry. Following we write down
the general integral formula of topological invariants ac-
cording to the dimension hierachy [24, 35] along the row
in the periodic table II. For simplicity, we assume the
base manifold is compact manifold Sd.
Z-invariants: This applies to s − d ≡ 0 (mod 4). For
non-chiral classes like AII, the integral invariant is
given by the Chern character that classifies the vec-
tor bundle of valence states
ν = Chd/2[F ] =
∫
Sd
1
(d2 )!
tr(
iF
2π
)d/2 (106)
where d is the space dimension. In fact, one will
always get a even integer for the case s − d ≡ 4
(mod 8), because the Hamiltonian will be reduced
to two copies of the Hamiltonian of case s− d ≡ 0
(mod 4)[35].
1st Z2 descendent: This applies to case s − d ≡ −1
(mod 8). For AII like non-chiral symmetry classes,
we can construct a Chern-Simons invariant equa-
tion (10)
ν1 = 2CSd[A,F ]
= 2
∫
Sd
Qd(A,F) (mod 2) (107)
where Qd(A,F) is the Chern-Simons form (8). As
discussed in subsection Chern character, the Chern-
Simons number is not gauge invariant, but it will
have an integer difference after gauge transfor-
mation. Hence, the Chern-Simons invariant used
above can figure out the Z2 index, because it will
change only an even integer after gauge transforma-
tion. One can get the Z2 index after the calculation
of mod 2.
2nd Z2 descendent: This applies to case s − d ≡ −2
(mod 8). The integral topological invariants will
be more subtle and difficulty. We will construct
a similar Fu-Kane integral invariants [41, 60]which
also depend on the Berry connection A. Because
the Chern-number will be zero (104), it is predicted
the fibre bundle will be global trivial. But due to
the involution of k↔ -k of the base manifold, there
is another obstruction to globally defined the Bloch
wave function. For non-chiral classes the Fu-Kane
topological invariants can be expressed as
ν2 =
∫
Sd
1/2
1
(d2 )!
tr(
iF
2π
)d/2 −
∮
∂Sd
1/2
Qd−1(A,F)
=
∫
Sd
1/2
ch d
2
(F)−
∮
∂Sd
1/2
Qd−1(A,F)(mod 2)(108)
where Sd1/2 is a hemisphere, and ∂S
d
1/2 = S
d−1 is
its equator boundary that is close under the condi-
tion k ↔ -k. The Chern-Simons constructed with
a gauge that satisfies the constraint109 along the
equator for class AI and AII (s = 0, 4) with TR
symmetry. The gauge constraint[41] (110) will be
more complicated with only PH symmetry non-
chiral classes like D, C (s = 2, 6), Gk should be
able to deformed continunously into a constant ma-
trix preserve the PH symmetry. The explicit con-
straints are written like following,
wmn(k) = 〈u−m(k)|T |u−n (−k)〉 ≡ constant, (109)
Gk =
 | |u+(k) u−(k)
| |
 ≃ constant, (110)
where u+, u− are stand for conduction and valence
band wave function. The topological invariant ν2
will be an Z2 value under these constraint condi-
tions.
These significant topological invariants integral for-
mula are so beautiful and profound. Now we give an
intuitive interpretation of these integral formula, which
may be useful for physicists to understand the topological
meaning. Actually, they have very clear topology prop-
erties, Z-invariants indicate that the non-trivial global
Bloch wave function can not be defined over the whole
Brillioun zone. One have Z kinds of methods to twist the
fiber bundles. In other words, it classifies the distinct dif-
ferent non-trivial fiber bundles in the cases q − d ≡ 0
(mod 4). 1st Z2 invariants clearly indicate there are
only two distinct fiber bundles, we denote ”0” and ”1”
as the trivial fiber bundle and non-trivial fiber bundle,
respectively. For example, one can construct a cylinder
or Mo¨bius strip over the base manifold S1 with fiber R,
respectively. The fiber bundle cylinder have the trivial
product S1 × R, but one cannot write a product of base
manifold with fiber globally for the Mo¨bius strip. So it is
a non-trivial object that you can not obtain it from con-
tinuously deformation of cylinder. In physics, it predicts
there is non-trivial topological state in 3-dimension in
class AII, called topological insulators. The most com-
plicated case is the 2nd Z2, the integral region is the
half Brillioun zone, and contains two forms integration,
the first term is the ”area” integral, the second term is
the ”line” integral. It’s the high dimensional general for-
mula like Green-formula which relates the line integral
and area integral in 2-dimension, or the Gauss-formula
which establish the relationship between volume integral
and area integral. The first term in equation (108) is in-
variant under any gauge transformations, but the second
term will be changed by an any integer. However, one can
prove the integer will be only even under the constraint
of equation (109) or (110). The intrinsic topology infor-
mation is contained in the boundary term or the second
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term in equation (108), the group of the gauge trans-
formation will be reduced to a block off-diagonal matrix
because the TR symmetry constraint, so the difference
of the second term under this gauge transformation will
be 2 times a winding number term. In other words, the
integral formula predict a Z2 invariant.
Now, we give a derivation of these integral formula us-
ing the methods which have used in ref.[24, 41]. The
ν1 topological invariant can be obtained from the one
higher dimension topological insulators whose Z invari-
ant formula is Chern-number. If the manifold of the d−1
dimensional ν1 topological state can be viewed as the
equator of the d dimensional Z topological state with the
same symmetry, we can compute its topological invariant
via Stokes theorem. Now we introduce one point param-
eter deformation H(k, θ) that connects H1(k) at θ = 0 to
a constant Hamiltonian at θ = π . In general, H(k, θ) for
θ ∈ (0, π) does not necessarily satisfy the TR(PH) sym-
metry. But the symmetry can be restored by introduc-
ing a mirror image H(k, θ) = T (−k,−θ)T−1(H(k, θ) =
−C(−k,−θ)C−1) for θ ∈ (−π, 0). For θ = ±π, k can
be replaced by a single point, so the d space of (k, θ) is
the suspention S(Sd−1) of the original space Fig.2. The
FIG. 2. Schematic of the suspention of Sd−1, the north hemi-
sphere is the TR(PH) symmetry partner of the south hemi-
sphere. The d− 1 dimensional H1(k) ”lives ” on the equator
of the d dimensional H(k, θ) with θ ∈ (−pi, pi). The black
points of the north and south poles are the base manifold of
the constant Hamiltonians.
Hamiltonian in d dimensional space can be characterized
by the Chern-number
Chd/2[F ] =
∫
SSd−1
1
(d2 )!
tr(
iF
2π
)d/2 (111)
Due to the symmetry of TR(PH), the contributions from
the two hemisphere θ > 0 and θ < 0 are equal. Using the
equation of (7) and Stokes theorem (1) one can therefore
obtain
ν1 = 2 ·
∫
(SSd−1)+
1
(d2 )!
tr(
iF+
2π
)d/2 = 2 ·
∫
Sd−1
Qd−1(A+,F+)
= 2 · CSd−1[A,F ], (112)
where A+,F+ are the Berry gauge potential and Berry
curvature of the north hemisphere, and the last equal is
restrict on the equator. The result is agree with equation
(107). Although the ν1 is different for different interpo-
lation H(k, θ). However, TR(PH) symmetry requires the
difference is an even integer.
For the derivation of the integral formula (108) is a lit-
tle more difficult. Due to the Chern-number will be zero
in this case, only the obstruction for the global Bloch
wavefunction is the Z2 group action of TR(PH) symme-
try on the base manifold. Hence, the gauge conditions of
(109) or (110) will fore the valence frame to be singular
at two points, depicted in the Fig.3, related each other
by TR(PH) symmetry.
FIG. 3. Schematic of the base space Sd. Division of Sd into
patches A and B, each is closed under TR(PH) symmetry and
has individual valence frame |u
A/B
m 〉 that satisfies the gauge
condition (109) or (110). The boundary of the half base man-
ifold is ∂Sd
1/2, which is also the equator of sphere of S
d.
The wave functions on the two patches can be re-
lated by transition function U(k) on the boundary ∂B =
Sd−1 ∪ Sd−1. In homotopy language, this is the group
πd−1(U(k)), which can be calculated by the winding
number (16) on one of the spheres,
Wd−1[g] =
∫
Sd−1
ωd−1[g]
=
∫
Sd−1
(Qd−1(AB,FB)−Qd−1(AA,FA))
=
∫
B
⋂
Sd
1/2
ch d
2
(FB) +
∫
A
⋂
Sd
1/2
ch d
2
(FA)
−
∫
∂Sd
1/2
Qd−1(AA,FA) (113)
=
∫
Sd
1/2
ch d
2
(F)−
∫
∂Sd
1/2
Qd−1(A,F), (114)
where we have used the equation of (7) and (1) for any
g ∈ U(k).
The first curvature term of equation (108)is gauge in-
variant. Any gauge transformation on the boundary
∂Sd1/2 respecting the gauge condition in equation of (109)
or (110) have even number and would alter the Chern-
Simons integral by an even integer. The gauge condition
is essential to make the formula nonvacuous.
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Now we can written the following map between these
topological invariants
ν2(Z2)
i∗←−−−− ν1(Z2) i
∗
←−−−− ν(Z)
where i∗ restricts a model on a sphere Sd onto its equator
Sd−1, which is also the loop space of Sd.
Four among the eight symmetry classes of table II are
invariant under chiral symmetry, which is a combination
of particle-hole and time-reversal symmetries. These four
symmetry classes are called BDI, CI, CII and DIII. We
can characterize the topological properties of chiral sym-
metric Z topological insulators by a winding number (16),
which is defined in terms of the block off-diagonal pro-
jector q like the class AIII. As the same reasons for non-
chiral classes, we can derive a Z2 classification by im-
posing the constraint of additional discrete symmetries
(such as T and C) for lower-dimensional descendants.
Fist of all, we note that the winding number density
(14) is purely real, ω∗2n+1[q] = ω2n+1[q], which can be
checked by direct calculation. Without any additional
discrete symmetries, i.e. for symmetry class AIII, the
off-diagonal projector q and hence the winding number
density are not subject to additional constraint. How-
ever for the symmetry classes BDI, DIII, CII, and CI,
the presence of time reversal and particle-hole symme-
tries relates the projector q at wavevector k to the one
at wavevector −k.
The winding number density for symmetry class DIII
and CI is subject to the constraint[35],
ω2n+1[q(k)] = (−1)n+1ω∗2n+1[q(−k)]. (115)
Consequently, the winding number W4n+1[q] is vanish-
ing in d = 4n + 1 dimensions, i.e. there exists no
non-trivial topological state characterized by an integer
winding number in (4n+1)-dimensional systems belong
to symmetry class DIII or CI (table II). Conversely, in
d = (4n+ 3) dimensions both in class DIII and CI there
are topologically nontrivial states. While for classes BDI
and CII, the winding number density is constrained by
[35]
ω2n+1[q(k)] = (−1)nω∗2n+1[q(−k)]. (116)
As a result, the winding number W4n−1[q] is vanishing
in d = 4n − 1 dimensions, i.e. there are no nontrivial
(4n−1)-dimensional Z topological insulators belonging to
symmetry class BDI or CII (table II). On the other hand,
in (4n+1) dimensions there exist Z topological states in
both classes BDI and CII. The non-trivial Z topological
states in all chiral classes exist in the condition of s −
d ≡ 0 (mod 4), which is identity with the conditions for
integer Z topological states of non-chiral classes. Like the
non-chiral classes, we will give the integral topological
invariants formula for chiral classes with base manifold
Sd.
Z-invariants: This applies to s − d ≡ 0 (mod 4). For
chiral classes, the integral invariant is given by the
winding number that characterized the stable ho-
motopy group πd(U(n))
ν˜ = Wd[q]
=
∫
Sd
ωd[q]
=
(−1) d−12 (d−12 )!
d!
(
i
2π
)
d+1
2
∫
Sd
tr(q−1dq)d (117)
where d is the space dimension, q is the projector
operator[35]. In fact, one will always get an even
integer for the case s− d ≡ 4 (mod 8), because the
Hamiltonian will be reduced to two copies of the
Hamiltonian of case s− d ≡ 0 (mod 4)[35].
1st Z2 descendent: This applies to case s − d ≡ −1
(mod 8). For s chiral symmetry class, it is identical
to that of the 2nd descendent in the non-chiral class
s + 1, π0(Rs−d) = π0(R(s+1)−(d+1)). So the chiral
class can be characterized by the 2nd Z2 in non-
chiral classes integral topological invariant called
Fu-Kane invariant by forgetting either TR or PH
symmetry.
ν˜1 =
∫
Sd
1/2
1
(d2 )!
tr(
iF
2π
)d/2 −
∮
∂Sd
1/2
Qd−1(A,F)
=
∫
Sd
1/2
ch d
2
(F)−
∮
∂Sd
1/2
Qd−1(A,F)(mod 2)(118)
where Sd1/2 is a hemisphere, and ∂S
d
1/2 = S
d−1 is its
equator boundary that is close under the condition
k↔ -k.
As the same reason for the non-chiral classes, Fu-
Kane integral topological invariants will figure out
the Z2 index under the constraint of gauge condi-
tion (110) or (109).
2nd Z2 descendent: This applies to case s − d ≡ −2
(mod 8). For chiral classes, we can construct the
Chern-Simons invariant with Berry connection Ac
of valence frame of chiral classes,
ν˜2 = 2CSd[Ac,Fc]
= 2
∫
Sd
Qd(Ac,Fc)
= 2
∫
Sd
1
2
ωd[q] (119)
= Wd[q] (mod 2) (120)
where Qd(Ac,Fc) is the Chern-Simons form, and
the gauge constraint taken on over the base space
Sd. The factor of 12 comes out because of the Berry
gauge of valence frame is identity to Ac = 12q†dq for
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chiral classes[35, 41]. The valence frame of chiral
classes can be chosen to be
u(k) =
1√
2
(
q(k)
−I
)
. (121)
This corresponds the Berry connection Ac =
u†du = 12q
†dq, so we have
dI = d(q−1q) = (dq)q−1 + qdq−1,
dAc = 1
2
d(q−1dq) = −1
2
(q−1dq)(q−1dq),
Fct = tdAc + t2(Ac)2 = (−
t
2
+
t2
4
)(q−1dq)2. (122)
Substituting above chiral Berry connection Ac and
Fct into Qd(Ac,Fc) we will get
Qd(Ac,Fc) = 1
2
ωd[q], (123)
which is half of the winding number density.
Until now, we have given all the explicit integral topo-
logical invariants which characterize the twist of the fiber
bundles for chiral and non-chiral real classes. The struc-
ture group of real classes are more complicated than
U(n), so we construct the topological invariants through
the constraint of symmetry imposing on the Chern-
number ,winding number and Chern-Simons invariants
whose gauge group is still U(n) rather than directly us-
ing the corresponding Lie group of each real classes. The
involution of k ↔ −k can be realized by imposing the
gauge condition like (110) for PH symmetry or (109) for
TR symmetry.
3. Z2 classification in Homotopy language
Next, let us analysis the dimensional hierarchy in ho-
motopy language. We show how the Z2 topological in-
sulators (superconductors) can be derived as lower di-
mensional descendants of parent Z topological insulators
(superconductors). The general idea is to construct an
interpolation between lower dimensional topological insu-
lators (superconductors) Hamiltonians, then we can com-
pare the different of any two lower-dimensional Hamilto-
nians by investing the properties of homotopy maps (21).
Assuming the parent Z topological Hamiltonian in d-
dimension can be characterized by Chern number for
non-chiral classes. Then the homotopy maps or interpo-
lations between any (d − 1)-dimensional Hamiltonian in
the same symmetry class are also defined in d-dimension
as the same as the parent Hamiltonian. Consequently,
a natural mind is that can we study the properties of
homotopy maps via d-dimensional Chern-number? For-
tunately, we can construct those homotopy maps whose
symmetry class is the same as the (d − 1)-dimensional
topological states by usual homotopy map with its sym-
metry transformed partner.
Now we will show how to define a Z2 invariant for AII
class, the discussion is very similar for other non-chiral
classes. For any two band insulators h1(k) and h2(k), a
homotopy map h(k, θ) can be defined, satisfying
h(k, 0) = h1(k), h(k, π) = h2(k). (124)
If we define [h(k, θ)] as the set of homotopically equiva-
lence classes, then the classification of d− 1-dimensional
topological insulators is tantamount to find how many
element in [h(k, θ)]. The homotopy map will be in the
same symmetry class if we define for θ ∈ [π, 2π]
T−1h(k, θ)T = h(−k,−θ) (125)
and h(k, θ) is gapped for any θ ∈ [π, 2π]. Since the in-
terpolation is periodic in θ just like k, so we can char-
acterize the homotopy maps by Chern-number of Berry
connection can be defined in the (k, θ) d-dimension space.
Two different homotopy maps h(k, θ) and h
′
(k, θ) gen-
erally give different Chern-numbers, Chd/2(h(k, θ)) 6=
Chd/2(h
′
(k, θ)). However, we can show that symmetry
constraint (125) will leads to
Chd/2(h(k, θ))− Chd/2(h
′
(k, θ)) = 0 (mod 2), (126)
for any two interpolations. So we get the isomorphism
of group Ch mod 2 : [h(k, θ)] ↔ Z2, there are only two
elements in [h(k, θ)], which means that there are only
non-trivial and trivial two states in d− 1 dimension. To
prove equation (126) we introduce two new homotopy
maps g1(k, θ) and g2(k, θ) that transform into each other
under TR symmetry operations Fig.4
g1(k, θ) =
{
h(k, θ), θ ∈ [0, π],
h
′
(k, 2π − θ), θ ∈ [π, 2π], (127)
g2(k, θ) =
{
h
′
(k, 2π − θ), θ ∈ [0, π],
h(k, θ), θ ∈ [π, 2π]. (128)
These are recombinations of the maps h(k, θ) and h
′
(k, θ)
with the following relation
Chd/2(h)− Chd/2(h
′
) = Chd/2(g1) + Chd/2(g2), (129)
which can be intuitively interpreted as the ”area”, it
equals the area enclosed by closed blue line minus the
area enclosed by closed red line like in Fig.4 (a). How-
ever, we can also calculate the area by adding two areas of
enclosed by the closed blue line and red line like in Fig.4
(b). Consequently, the equation (129) is correct. Now
according to the result of the equation (104), we know
for TR symmetry we found chn[F(k)] = chn[F(−k)], in
d = 4n spatial dimensions, with this and equation (5) we
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FIG. 4. (a) Two different homotopy maps, each colored red
and blue, respectively. In (b), the original homotopy maps
are rearranged into two different interpolations denoted as g1
and g2, which is the symmetry partner of each other.
obtain
Chn(g1) =
∫
chn(g1(k, θ)) (130)
=
∫
chn(g1(−k,−θ)) (131)
=
∫
chn(g2(k, θ)) = Chn(g2) (132)
where d4n−1kdθ is the volume form, and we made
use of the fact that g1 transforms into g2 under the
TR symmetry operations of class AII. In conclusion,
we have shown that Chd/2(h(k, θ)) − Chd/2(h
′
(k, θ)) =
2Chd/2(g1(k, θ)) ∈ 2Z for any two interpolations. Hence
we can define a relative invariant for the 4n − 1-
dimensional Hamiltonian h1(k) and h2(k)
νd−1[h1(k), h2(k)] = (−1)Chd/2(h(k,θ)), (133)
which is independent of the particular choice of the inter-
polation h(k, θ) between h1(k) and h2(k). Once we have
identified a ’vacuum’ Hamiltonian h0(k) ≡ h0, we can
construct with equation (133) a Z2 invariant: nontrivial
Hamiltonians are characterized by νd−1[h1(k), h0] = −1,
whereas trivial ones satisfy νd−1[h1(k), h0] = 1. In
physics, the ν3[h1(k), h0] = −1 indicate there is non-
trivial topological TR symmetry protected insulators in
3-dimension, which is just the usual topological insula-
tors, precisely the strong topological insulators. As we all
know, there is still another topological insulator QSHE
in 2-dimension, so we can also try to obtain the 2nd-
descendants through this homotopy discussion.
The dimensional reduction procedure presented can be
repeated once more to obtain a Z2 classification of the
second descendants. The idea is very easy, we can con-
struct two-dimensional homotopy map between any two
(d− 2)-dimension Hamiltonians in class AII, then study
the properties of homotopy maps through topological in-
variant νd−1[h1(k), h2(k)]. Similarly, we consider two
(d − 2)-dimensional Hamiltonians h1(k) and h2(k) with
TR symmetry. Now we define a homotopy map h(k, θ),
θ ∈ [0, 2π]
h(k, 0) = h1(k), h(k, π) = h2(k),
T−1h(k, θ)T = h(−k,−θ). (134)
We can interpret h(k, θ) as a (d− 1)-dimension Hamilto-
nian belonging to the same symmetry class AII. There-
fore, for any two deformations h(k, θ) and h
′
(k, θ) of form
(134) a relative invariant νd−1[h(k), h
′
(k)] can be defined.
It turns out that due to condition (134) the invariant
νd−1[h(k), h
′
(k)] is independent of the particular choice
of interpolations, i.e. νd−1[h(k), h
′
(k)]=1 for any two
homotopy maps h(k, θ) and h
′
(k, θ) satisfying the condi-
tion (134). To prove this, we consider the 2 parameters
homotopy map h(k, θ, ϕ) between above 1 parameter ho-
motopy maps h(k, θ) and h
′
(k, θ) with
h(k, θ, 0) = h(k, θ), h(k, θ, π) = h
′
(k, θ),
h(k, 0, ϕ) = h1(k), h(k, π, ϕ) = h2(k),
T−1h(k, θ, ϕ)T = h(−k,−θ,−ϕ). (135)
This represents a d-dimensional insulator Hamilto-
nian with the same symmetry, for which the Chern-
number can be defined Chd/2(h(k, θ, ϕ)). We note that
h(k, θ, ϕ) is not only a homotopy map between h(k, θ)
and h
′
(k, θ), but can also be viewed as a continu-
ous homotopy map between h(k, 0, ϕ) = h1(k) and
h(k, π, ϕ) = h2(k) for any ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]. Therefore we
find νd−1[h(k, θ), h
′
(k, θ)] = νd−1[h(k, θ, 0), h(k, θ, π)] =
νd−1[h(k, 0, ϕ), h(k, π, ϕ)]. Since h(k, 0, ϕ) = h1(k) and
h(k, π, ϕ) = h2(k) are independent of ϕ, we find that
νd−1[h(k, 0, ϕ), h(k, π, ϕ)] = (−1)Chd/2(h) = 1 due to
Chern-number Chd/2(h) is zero. Hence, we have shown
that νd−1[h(k, θ), h
′
(k, θ)] only depends on h1(k) and
h2(k). Therefore, νd−2[h1(k), h2(k)] ≡ νd−1[h(k, θ), h0]
together with a reference vacuum h0 constitutes a well-
defined Z2 invariant in (d − 1)-dimensions. By defining
a constant Hamiltonian h0 as a reference, all (d − 2)-
dimensional insulators are classified by the value of
νd−2[h0, h(k)]. An insulator with νd−2[h0, h(k)] = −1
cannot be adiabatically deformed to the trivial Hamilto-
nian h0 without breaking time-reversal symmetry.
The other non-chiral symmetry classes topological in-
sulators can be similarly discussed using this procedure
talked above. The homotopy discussion of dimensional
hierarchy in chiral classes also can be similarly discussed
with the parent Z topological insulators characterized by
winding number. This has been performed previously
in[35], the readers who are interested can refer[35] for
details.
4. General Homotopy discussion
Now we will give a mathematic way to interpret this
homotopy analysis. Here we only show a simple argu-
ment and the details will be published elsewhere in the
future. Assuming the manifold of insulator Hamiltonian
in symmetry class s and d spatial dimension is hds(k),
the path space Ω(hds, p, q) is the set of paths γ(t) on the
manifold (see homotopy subsection) that from a point
p = γ(0) to point q = γ(1). We also can construct a
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set denoting Ωh(h
d
s , h1, h2) of homotopy maps h
d
s(k, θ)
from (d − 1)-dimensional Hamiltonian hds(k, 0) = h1 to
hds(k, π) = h2. Now one of the paths can identify with
one homotopy maps of hds(k, θ) if p = h1 and q = h2, so
we can construct a map
F : Ω(hds , p, q)→ Ωh(hds, h1, h2), (136)
from the paths space to homotopy maps of any two
(d− 1)-dimensional Hamiltonians, it is easy to know this
is a isomorphism. Combining with the discrete symme-
try partner hds(−k,−θ), this will correspond to a loop in
manifold hds, denoted as Ωh(h
d
s , h1) or Ω(h
d
s, p) with base
point p = h1. So we can study the homotopoy properties
of loop space Ω(hds , p) to classify the (d− 1)-dimensional
Hamiltonians,
πi(Ω(h
d
s , p)) = πi(Ωh
d
s) = πi+1(h
d
s) (137)
where Ω is the loop space operation and we have used
the equation (33). If we use the label of classify space
Rs−d denote the d-dimensional insulator with symmetry
s, then we obtained
π0(Ωh(Rs−d, h1)) = π1(Rs−d) = π0(Rs−(d−1)) (138)
where we have used πi−1(Rs−d) = πi+1(Rs−(d−1)) for
any integer i. So the (d−1)-dimensional insulator can be
classified with π0(Ωh(Rs−d, h1)) or π0(Rs−(d−1)), which
is consist with the subsection of homotopy.
In a similar manner, we can construct Ωh(Rs−(d−1), h1)
of the homotopy maps which form the loop space of
(d− 1)-dimensional Hamiltonian manifold, with (d− 2)-
dimensional h1 as the base point. As the same logic,
we can study the properties of these homotopy maps by
studying the zero homotopy group of Ωh(Rs−(d−1), h1),
π0(Ωh(Rs−(d−1), h1)) = π0(Rs−(d−2)), (139)
which is also consist with the subsection of homotopy
classification. Because the loop space and double loop
space of Rs−d is non-trivial for (s − q) ≡ 0 (mod 4) (see
table I), there are the so called 1st and 2nd descendants
talked above, which also explain why the homotopy dis-
cussion can only exist in (d − 1) and (d − 2)-dimension.
While for Z invariant satisfying (s−q) ≡ 4 (mod 8), there
are no non-trivial loop space manifold following, so there
are no Z2 descendants.
For example, the parents of TR symmetry class s = 4 is
4n-dimensional insulators, the 4D quantum hall effect[4]
in this class with d = 4. The topological invariant is
π0(R4−4) = Z, the 1st descendants can be described with
a Z2 index, which can be obtained by π0(R4−3) = Z2, the
2nd descendants is characterized by π0(R4−2) = Z2.
In conclusion, the homotopy maps discussed in the last
subsubsection are nothing but establishing an explicit
way to study the loop spaces of the parent space. It
can be easily understood in loop space language in this
subsubsection. In physics, the loop space can be inter-
preted as an adiabatic evolution of θ from 0 to 2π , which
defines a cycle of adiabatic pumping in h(k, θ).
The TBT is a beautiful theory since it studies the
topology properties of Bloch Hamiltonian or BdG su-
perconductors, but we cannot directly establish the re-
lationships between the topological responses of physical
system and these topological invariants. Next, we will
discuss TFT which describing the topological responses
directly through coupling external field such as electro-
magnetic field or gravitational field. Through this the-
ory, we can obtain the quantization Hall conductance of
IQHE, topological magnetoelectric response and so on.
B. Topological Field Theory
In this subsection, we mainly discuss the topological
properties of Chern-Simons topological field theory which
has been extensively used in topological insulators[24]. It
is a powerful effective theory, both the integer and the
fractional quantum hall effect can be described by the
topological Chern-Simons field theory in 2+1 dimensions
space-time space[63]. This effective topological field the-
ory captures all physically measurable topological effects,
including the quantization of the Hall conductance, the
fractional charge, and the statistics of quasiparticles[64].
In recent years, the time reversal invariant (TRI) in-
sulators have found also can be described by Chern-
Simons field theory[65] and the dimensional reduction of
it[24]. For example, the field theory of QSHE insulators
and TRI topological insulators in (3+1) dimension can
be obtained by dimensional reduction from the parent
Chern-Simons topological field theory in (4+1) dimen-
sional space-time.
In the following, we will show the Chern-Simons effec-
tive theory can be appearance naturally in physics. And
we will give a compact formula of Chern-Simons field the-
ory with the convenient differential forms, which is equiv-
alence to the familiar Chern-Simons field theory that is
expressed with various components and anti-symmetric
tensor. From this compact form, we obtain the general
connection between non-interacting Chern-Simons field
theory with the factor of Chern-number (Chn) of valence
fiber bundle and interacting ones with the factor of wind-
ing number of Greens’ functions (N2n+1[G]). In addition,
we find the general connection of topological invariants
that describe different Dirac models through the projec-
tor operator. What’s more, we find the beautiful math-
ematic corresponding topological invariants for various
Dirac models. The topological invariant in lattice Dirac
models of topological insulators are extended to higher
dimension, and we find it is nothing but the Gauss map
number, the special case for d=2, and d = 4 have been
discussed[24]. In addition, we will discuss the general
phase-space Chern-Simons theory defined in ref.([24]),
which gives a unified theory of all topological insulators
and contains all experimentally observable topological ef-
fects. Finally, we briefly review some important results
about bulk-boundary correspondence, and introduce the
beautiful index theorem[18] that relates the chirality gap-
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less excitation states of the edge and the topological in-
variants of bulk.
1. The Chern-Simons field theory
Field theory of electrons interacting with external
Abelian gauge field Aµ is given by the Dirac Lagrangian
density[66]
L (ψ, ψ,A) = ψ[γµ(pµ +Aµ)−m]ψ (140)
where µ = 0, 1, . . . , d. By integrating out the fermionic
degrees of freedom in the related path integral and us-
ing the one loop approximation in the weak field or long
wavelength limit for the gauge fields, one will get the
Abelian Chern-Simons action inD = d+1 = (2n+1) con-
tinuous Euclidean dimensions like following [24, 66, 67]
S2n+1 = cn · ǫµ1µ2···µ2n+1
∫
d2n+1x
×Aµ1∂µ2Aµ3 · · ·∂µ2nAµ2n+1 (141)
with the coefficient cn which can be computed by cal-
culating the relevant portion of the Fig.5 and note that
Ward identity,
cn =
(−i)n+1ǫµ1µ2···µ2n+1
(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)!
∫
d2n+1
(2π)2n+1
× Tr
[(G∂µ1G
−1)(G∂µ2G
−1) · · · (G∂µ2n+1G−1)],(142)
where ǫµ1µ2···µ2n+1 is totally antisymmetry tensor, A is
the external Abelian gauge field, x is the space time
coordinates, k is the momentum-frequency space and
G ≡ G(k, ω) is the imaginary-time single-particle Green’s
function of a fully interacting insulator.
FIG. 5. The one loop Feynman diagram in 2n+1 dimensions
contributing to the induced Chern-Simons action for Abelian
gauge fields. The loop is a fermion propagator and the wavy
lines are external legs corresponding to the gauge field.
This Chern-Simons field formula is not so rigorous that
one cannot see the topological properties at first time
because of many components and indices used in the ex-
pression. Now we will give the beautiful formula of this
expression with differential forms, it’s essential simplicity
because one can replace the integral volume , the sum of
antisymmetry tensor and corresponding components by
the simple wedge product. For example, the components
expression (141)can be replaced by
S2n+1 = cn ·
∫
A ∧
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
dA · · · ∧ dA = cn
∫
A(dA)n, (143)
where ∧ is wedge product, d is the exterior differential
operator. As the same reason, the coefficient cn also can
be written an compact expression as
cn =
(−i)n+1
(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)!(2π)2n+1
∫
Tr(GdG−1)2n+1.
(144)
However, this transformation of expressions is not a use-
less mathematic tricks, we will later show that the com-
pact forms are very convenient for deducing more com-
plexity expressions. Next we will use winding number
(16) of Green’s function and Chern-Simons topological
invariant (11) to reexpress the equation (141),
S2n+1
=
(−i)n+1
(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)!(2π)2n+1
∫
Tr(GdG−1)2n+1
∫
A(dA)n
= −2π (−i)
n+1n!
(2n+ 1)!
∫
1
(2π)n+1
Tr(GdG−1)2n+1∫
1
(n+ 1)!(2π)n+1
A(dA)n
= −2πW2n+1[G−1] · (−i)n+1CS2n+1[A]
= 2π ·N2n+1[G] · CS2n+1[A′] (145)
where we have used the winding number definition (16),
redefine an invariant N2n+1[G] = −W2n+1[G−1] which
actually equal to the winding number and define A
′
=
−iA. N2n+1[G] is a significant topological invariants in
CMP[15, 17, 18, 68], which has been used to investigate
the robust properties of ground states. In order to sim-
plify the label of external gauge field A
′
, we still denote
A in the final form for convenience. Consequently, the
Chern-Simons field theory of insulators with interacting
can be reexpressed in a more compact form,
S2n+1 = 2π · N2n+1[G] · CS2n+1[A]. (146)
One can quickly know the topological properties of this
effective field theory from above compact form (146), this
compact form means
S2n+1 = 2π (mod 1), (147)
S2n+1 is nothing but an integer times 2π, S2n+1 = 2nπ,
n is any integer number. We can get the response of
fermionic system trough the motion equation[24]
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J2n+1
=
δS2n+1
δA
=
2π
δA
N2n+1[G]
(n+ 1)!(2π)n+1
∫
δA ∧ (dA)n + nA ∧ δ(dA)(dA)n−1
=
2π
δA
N2n+1[G]
(n+ 1)!(2π)n+1
∫
δA ∧ (dA)n − ndA ∧ δA(dA)n−1
=
N2n+1[G]
n!(2π)n
∫
(dA)n, (148)
where J is the general ”current”, we have used the com-
munication of variational operator δ and exterior differ-
ential operator d, dδ = δd. Finally, we can define the
general current density one-form J as
J2n+1 = N2n+1[G]
n!(2π)n
∗ (dA)n (149)
where ∗ is the Hogde star operator which makes a p-
form become a (n − p)-form, n is the total dimension
of differential forms[29]. So from the definition of j and
the property of Hogde star operator, we know it is a
one-form. This is a beautiful general current formula,
the physical response of 2D-IQHE and 4D-IQHE can be
reexpressed use this one-form formula as J3 and J5. For
convenience, here we write these currents explicitly,
J µ3 =
N3
2π
ǫµντ∂νAτ (150)
J µ3 =
N5
8π2
ǫµνρστ∂νAρ∂σAτ (151)
these components formula both are consistent with the
previous work[24]. Later we will show the topological
invariants N2n+1[G] will be equal to the Chern-number
of non-interacting system generally, N2n+1[G0] = Chn,
where G0 is the Green’s function of non-interacting sys-
tem. In other words, we can write the beautiful general
current formula for non-interacting insulators system as
j2n+1 =
Chn(F)
n!(2π)n
∗ (dA)n (152)
where F is Berry curvature defined as (99) in momentum
space.
This low-energy effective Chern-Simons field theory
can provide nearly all physical response[24, 64], we will
obtain the important Z2 topological insulators via ’di-
mensional reduction’ by compactifying one or more di-
mensions. In the following section, we will prove some
important topological invariants used in this field, and
obtain some significant relationship between them. In
addition, we will give some special model topological in-
variants and explaining the physical meaning.
2. General topological invariants and their relation
In this subsection, we will show how to derive the
Chern-number of non-interacting systems from the topo-
logical invariants N2n+1[G], and next give a general for-
mula for a special Dirac lattice model. The important
step is to use the projector operators of valence band PG
and conduction band PE , the same trick has been used
in the ref [61] and [24]. The Hamiltonian and Green’s
function both can be expressed use these projectors, the
process of which is equal to band ”flat” but preserve the
topology properties. The final form is actually homotopi-
cally equivalent to the original model only if the band
gap doesn’t close, one can explicitly construct this ho-
motopy relation as in ref [24]. Finally, one can obtain
the non-interacting Chern-number by performing again
the integration over the frequency.
With the projector operators, one can write the
Green’s function in a simple form
G0(k, ω) = [iω − ǫGPG(k)− ǫEPE(k)]−1
=
PG(k)
iω − ǫG +
PE(k)
iω − ǫE , (153)
where ǫG, ǫE are the energy of the ground state and ex-
cited state, respectively. Next, we introduce some impor-
tant properties required to prove the general relation. As
the same as usual projector, we have PG+PE ≡ I, P 2G =
PG, P
2
E = PE , PEPG = 0. In addition, from this identity
and the property of exterior differential operator d we
obtain
dPG + dPE = 0 (154)
dPEPG + PEdPG = 0 (155)
PEdPGPE = PGdPGPG = 0, (156)
where (156) can be obtained by times PG from the left
side of (155) or PE from the right side of (155). And the
inverse of Green’s function reads as G(k, ω)−1 = iω −
ǫGPG(k) − ǫEPE(k), where ǫE > 0 is the conduction
energy of ”flat” model and ǫG < 0 is the corresponding
ground state energy. After introducing these required
knowledge, one more thing we need is the curvature 2-
form which expressed with projectors. As a matter of
fact, one can obtain the following identities by choosing
an explicit basis[24],
F = PdP ∧ dPP. (157)
It is time to put all of above into the form of N2n+1[G],
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here we give the explicit calculation as following,
N2n+1[G0] = −
∫
BZ×Rω
ω2n+1[G
−1
0 ]
=
(−1)n+1n!
(2n+ 1)!
(
i
2π
)n+1 ∫
BZ×Rω
tr[(G0dG
−1
0 )
2n+1]
=
(−1)n+1n!
(2n+ 1)!
(
i
2π
)n+1 ∫
d(iω)
(2n+ 1)(ǫG − ǫE)2n
(iω − ǫG)n+1(iω − ǫE)n
·
∫
BZ
tr[PG(dPG ∧ dPG)nPG] + (G↔ E)
=
n!
(2n)!
(−i
2π
)n+1
(2πi)
(−1)n(2n)!
2(n!)2
·
∫
BZ
tr[PG(dPG ∧ dPG)nPG]− (G↔ E) (158)
=
1
2n!
(
i
2π
)n ∫
BZ
tr[(PG − PE)(dPG ∧ dPG)n]
=
1
2n!
(
i
2π
)n ∫
BZ
2tr[PG(dPG ∧ dPG)n] (159)
=
∫
BZ
1
n!
tr[
iPG(dPG ∧ dPG)PG
2π
]n (160)
=
∫
BZ
1
n!
tr(
iF
2π
)n (161)
= Chn[F ], (162)
where in the equation (158), the residue theorem has been
used, equation (159) is correct due to the totally deriva-
tive of tr(dPG ∧ dPG)n when substituting PG + PE ≡ I,
and finally we have used equation (157). In summary,
carrying out the integral over ω firstly, and then through
some tedious algebra calculation, we obtain
N2n+1[G0] = Chn[F ] (163)
This process establish the relationship for the dimen-
sional hierarchy of Chern number. In other words, we
have the following map,
N2n+1[G] = Chn+1[F ′] PG−→ Chn[F ] = N2n+1[G0],
(164)
where we have used equation (18), F ′ and F are Berry
curvature forms of fire bundle P (T d, PE ⊗ PG) and
P (T d, PG), here T
d is d-dimensional BZ, PE and PG are
viewed as Lie groups.
Secondly, we propose the topological invariant
N2n+1[G0] is identity to the Gauss map number, also
called the generalized winding number WG [24, 49] for
the compact Green’s function,
G
′
0 =
iω + daΓ
a
(iω)2 − dada , (165)
where repeated indices mean summation, and Γa is Clif-
ford algebra, satisfying,
{Γa,Γb} = 2δabI (166)
with I as the identity matrix, and {, } is the anti-
communication operator. This Green’s function is a gen-
eralized Dirac model, can be used to demonstrate Class
A topological insulator or time-reversal invariant topo-
logical insulator. Assuming dad
a = 1, this condition is
reasonable due to the topology property of Green’s func-
tion is hold. Under this normalization condition the pro-
jection operator can be written simply as
P± =
1
2
[1± daΓa]. (167)
Substituting P+ in equation (159) by (167), we can ob-
tain
N2n+1[G
′
0] =
1
n!
(
i
2π
)n ∫
BZ
trP+
2n︷ ︸︸ ︷
dP+ ∧ dP+ · · · ∧ dP+
=
1
n!
(
i
2π
)n
1
22n+1
∫
BZ
da1dda2 ∧ · · · ∧ dda2n+1
·tr[Γa1Γa2 · · ·Γa2n+1 ]
=
1
22n+1n!
(
i
2π
)n ∫
BZ
da1dda2 ∧ · · · ∧ dda2n+1
·(−2i)n ∈a1a2···a2n+1 (168)
=
∈a1a1···a2n+1
22n+1n!πn
∫
BZ
da1dda2 ∧ · · · ∧ dda2n+1
=
∈a1a2···a2n+1
A(S2n)(2n)!
∫
BZ
da1dda2 ∧ · · · ∧ dda2n+1
=WG(2n), (169)
where ∈a0a1···a2n+1 is totally antisymmetry tensor,
A(S2n) is the area of the 2n dimensional sphere, and
the non-zeros Γ matrixes is just 2n+1 different Gamma
matrix multiplied because of the antisymmetry of wedge
product. In addition, one can use an implicit repre-
sentation of Gamma matrix[35]to calculate the trace, in
fact, Γa1Γa2 · · ·Γa2n+1 is a constant matrix according to
Schur’s theorem[69]. This formula is just the general
winding number of mapping from the BZ T 2n to the
sphere S2n, which is used in ref[24, 70].
To make the physical picture clearer, the simplest case
of a two-bandmodel can be studied as an example[24, 70].
The Hamiltonian of a two-band model can be generally
written as
h(k) = daσ
a + ǫ(k)I, (170)
where I is the 2× 2 identity matrix and σa are the three
Pauli matrices, this model is called quantum anomalous
Hall effect (QAHE)[70]. We can immediately write the
topological invariants using WG(2) as
WG(2) =
∈123
A(S2)2!
∫
BZ
d1 ∧ dd2 ∧ dd3
=
1
4π
∫
BZ
∈123 d1 ∂d
2
∂kx
∂d3
∂ky
dkxdky
=
1
4π
∫
BZ
dkxdky ~d · ∂
~d
∂kx
× ∂
~d
∂ky
(171)
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where we have defined ~d = (d1, d2, d3), which is consistent
with ref ([24]). For general (2n+1)-dimensional Dirac
lattice models, the topological invariants that character-
ize the topological properties all can be obtained using
WG(2n).
Finally, we can add a mass term to investigate the
variation of the topological invariants WG(2n), this is
equivalent to study the topology properties across the
interface of domain wall in physics[24]. Therefore, the
vector ~φ will be dependent on (2n+1)-dimensional co-
ordinates v = (k,m), where k is momentum space m
is mass coordinates. We will obtain another important
general formula with Jacobian determinant and general
δ function[49],
WG(2n) =
∈a1a2···a2n+1
A(S2n)(2n)!
∫
BZ
da1dda2 ∧ · · · ∧ dda2n+1
=
∈a1a2···a2n+1
A(S2n)(2n)!
∫
BZ×m
dda1 ∧ dda2 ∧ · · · ∧ dda2n+1
=
∫
BZ×m
δ(~φ(v))D
(
φ
v
)
d2n+1v
=
l∑
i=1
∫
BZ×m
βiηiδ(v − zi)d2n+1v
=
l∑
i=1
βiηi (172)
where we have defined a smooth vectors φa(v) satisfying,
da(v) =
φa(v)
||φ|| , ||φ|| = φaφ
a, (173)
and D (φ/v) is the usual Jacobian determinant of ~φ with
respect to v
∈a1a2···a2n+1 D
(
φ
v
)
d2n+1v = dda1∧dda2∧· · ·∧dda2n+1 .
(174)
And we use the ordinary theory of δ-function[71] that
δ(~φ) =
l∑
i=1
βiηiδ(v − zi)
D(φ/v)|zi
, ηi = sgnD(φ/v)|zi = ±1,
(175)
we obtain
δ(~φ(v))D
(
φ
v
)
=
l∑
i=1
βiηiδ(v − zi) (176)
where βi is the Hopf indices and ηi are the Brouwer de-
grees. Finally, using the method of φ-mapping topologi-
cal current theory proposed by Duan[49, 50, 52], one will
get the final result (172), which is essential the result of
Poincare´-Hopf theorem in mathematic.
The equation of (172) indicate the topological invari-
ants WG(2n) can be only changed at the critical values,
φ = 0. In physics, at the critical points the Dirac system
becomes gapless, dad
a = 0. Now let me study a particu-
lar two band model introduced in ref [70], which is given
by
h(k) = sin kxσx + sin kyσy + (m+ cos kx + cos ky)σz .
(177)
This Hamiltonian corresponds to form (170) with ǫ(k) ≡
0 and ~d = (sin kx, sin ky,m+ cos kx + cos ky). Next, the
critical points v = zi can be listed below:
v =

z1 = (0, 0,−2)
z2 = (0, π, 0)
z3 = (π, 0, 0)
z4 = (π, π, 2).
(178)
The Brouwer degree so can be easily calculated as follow-
ing
sgnD(φ/v)|z1 = sgnD(d/v)|z1 = −1, (179)
similarly we obtain sgnD(φ/v)|z4 = 1, while for the case
m < −2, there is non critical points so WG(2) = 0. It
is easy to determine WG(2) in the limit m → +∞ since
the unit vector ~φ → (0, 0, 1) in that limit, so there is no
critical values, WG(2) = 0. Thus we only need to study
the change at each quantum critical points, namely, at
critical values ofm where the system becomes gapless. In
summary, we obtain the WG(2n) or first Chern-number
is assuming Hopf indices is equal 1,
Ch1 =WG(2) =

η1 = −1 for− 2 < m < 0
η4 = 1 for 0 < m < 2
0 otherwise.
(180)
The two critical points z1 and z2 is more complicated be-
cause the Jacobian determinant is zero at these values,
these were called bifurcation points[50]. The branch pro-
cess will arise at the bifurcation points, here the topolog-
ical invariants change from −1 for m < 0 to 1 for m > 0
at the bifurcation point m = 0.
In conclusion, we not only give the general prove of var-
ious topological invariants which have extensively used in
CMP, but also establish some important relationship be-
tween these topological invariants. In order to give an
intuitive physical interpretation, we explicitly give the
topological invariants of the two-band QAHE model. We
give the corresponding mathematic objects for various
topological invariants used in physics. The explicit map
can be constructed as following,
N2n+1[G]
PG−−−−→ N2n+1[G0] P+−−−−→ N2n+1[G′0]∥∥∥ ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
Chn+1[F ′] −−−−→ Chn[F ] −−−−→ WG(2n).
.
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3. Topological order parameter using zero-frequency Green
function
The topological invariant N2n+1[G] has the disadvan-
tage that it involves a frequency integral. In most nu-
merical algorithms, it’s very difficult to obtain the dy-
namic Green’s function at all frequencies. Recently,
Wang[21, 72] propose simplified topological invariants for
interacting topological insulators. They are expressed in
terms of Green’s function at zero frequency instead of
the entire frequency domain. The key idea is to intro-
duce a smooth deformation of G(iω, k) parameterized by
λ ∈ [0, 1] as follows
G(iω, k, λ) = (1−λ)G(iω, k)+λ[iω+G−1(0, k)]−1 (181)
Due to the topological property of invariant of N(G),
we will get that dN(G, λ)/dλ = 0 if the deformation
(181) does not contain singularity. Fortunately, Wang
prove that deformation is smooth, it means the inter-
acting Greens function is homotopy equivalent to zero-
frequency Green function, so we have
N [G(iω, k, λ = 0)] = N [G(iω, k, λ = 1)]. (182)
Therefore, we just need to calculate N [G(iω, k, λ = 1)],
which is equivalent to calculation for an effective nonin-
teracting system with heff (k) = −G−1(0, k).
Following the same logic of last subsection, we will
obtain the following result
N [G] = Chn[F ], (183)
where F is the Berry curvature of ”R-space”[72]. It’s
straightforward to generalize the non-interacting topo-
logical invariants to interacting system using topological
effective Hamiltonian heff (k) = −G−1(0, k).
4. Phase space Chern-Simons theories
The phase space Chern-Simons theories have been
studied in the previous works [24]. From the mathe-
matic viewpoint, the base manifold or base space of non-
interacting Chern-Simons field theory is phase-space. In
addition, the rules of dimensional reduction used in ref
[24] will be clear with phase space Chern-Simons theory.
Now we can briefly introduce the phase-space Chern-
Simons form. Firstly, we define the phase-space coordi-
nate as q = (t0,x,k) as , where t0 stands for time, x is
the real space and k is momentum space. And the ex-
ternal Abelian gauge potential one-form in phase space
can be written as A = Aidqi, and non-Abelian Berry
phase potential one-form is a = aidqi, where i is the in-
dices of phase space coordinates. After introducing these
concepts, we can write the total one-form as
Aλ = λA+ a, (184)
where λ is a real coefficient. Now we can substitute the
gauge one-form Aλ in the definition of Chern-Simons in-
variants (10), one can obtain
CS2n+1(λ)
=
∫
Vq
Q2n+1(Aλ,Fλ)
=
1
n!
(
i
2π
)n+1 ∫
Vq
∫ 1
0
dt tr[Aλ(Fλt)n], (185)
where Vq is the volume of phase space, Fλt is defined as
equation (9),
Fλt = tdAλ + t2(Aλ)2. (186)
If we substitute (184) into (186), then Fλt can be reex-
pressed as
Fλt = λtdA+ tda+ t2a2 = λtdA+ Ft. (187)
The factor in+1 in equation (185) can be easily cancel if
we redefine the Aλ, so we just omit it in the following for
convenience, and we also omit the volume of phase-space
Vq. So the (185) can be expressed as
CS2n+1(λ)
=
1
n!
(
1
2π
)n+1 ∫ ∫ 1
0
dt tr[Aλ(Fλt)n]
=
1
n!
(
1
2π
)n+1 ∫ ∫ 1
0
dt tr[(λA + a)(λtdA+ Ft)n]
=
[n
2
]∑
s=0
Csnλ
s+1 1
n!
(
1
2π
)n+1 ∫ ∫ 1
0
dt tr[A(tdA)s(Ft)n−s]
+
1
n!
(
1
2π
)n+1 ∫ ∫ 1
0
dt tr[a(Ft)n]
=
[n
2
]+1∑
r=0
λrCSr2n+1, (188)
where CSr2n+1 stands for the mixed Chern-Simons invari-
ant in (2n+ 1)-phase-space dimensions with r powers of
the external A field, Csn is binomial coefficient and [n/2]
denotes the maximal integer that doesn’t exceed n/2 .
Specifically, CS02n+1 is a pure non-Abelian Chern-Simons
term of Berry gauge one-form a.
We can now write the ”generating functional” Chern-
Simons field theory S2n+1(λ) as
S2n+1(λ) = 2π ·
[n
2
]+1∑
r=0
λrCSr2n+1 =
[n
2
]+1∑
r=0
λrSr2n+1, (189)
where Sr2n+1 stands for the mixed Chern-Simons action
in (2n+1)-phase space. Therefore, it is easy obtain Sr2n+1
from the generating function
Sr2n+1 =
1
r!
∂r
∂λr
S2n+1(λ)|λ=0. (190)
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As the reference [24] said, (189) is the unified theory of
all topological insulators, the effective action of family
tree of topological insulators can be derived from this
phase-space Chern-Simons generating function.
In summary, we briefly study the phase-space Chern-
Simons theory generally. And all topological insulators
can be well described in a unified form in this space,
which contains the parent theories and their descendants.
5. Parity anomaly, edge states and index theorem
The presence of terms of topological origin in the
Chern-Simons theory talked above are closely related
to the presence of anomaly called parity anomaly in
D = 2n + 1 space-time dimensions[29, 73]. For conve-
nience, we relabel the Chern-Simons forms as Ω
(0)
2n+1 and
Chern character form as Ω2n+2 in this subsection, respec-
tively. In anomaly theory, there is a significant relation
called descent equations[26, 29], the fist two are
Ω2n+2 = dΩ
(0)
2n+1, δvΩ
(0)
2n+1 = dΩ
(1)
2n+1, (191)
where δv is the gauge transformation in question and
Ω
(1)
2n+1 is linear in v by definition, the first equation of
(191) is nothing but (7). Therefore, when there is a
boundary in the system, the integral of the Chern-Simons
term is not invariant on its own, rather, upon making use
of the (191), one obtains
δv
∫
M2n+1
Ω
(0)
2n+1 =
∫
M2n+1
dΩ
(1)
2n+1 =
∫
∂M2n+1
Ω
(1)
2n+1.
(192)
This is something we are familiar with from the physics
of the quantum Hall effect: the presence of the boundary
term appearing on the right side of Eq.(192) signals the
presence of edge mode. So generally, the edge state can
be contributed to the parity anomaly in the D = 2n+ 1
space-time dimensions.
The feature of the topological insulator systems is that
all of them are gapped in the bulk but also supposed
to have gapless excitation on the boundary. Now how
can we establish the bulk-boundary correspondence by
the topological invariants from their respective Green’s
function? The question has been answered partly by
Volovik[18] and has been extended in general dimension
by Gurarie.el[74, 75]. Here, we only outline the result,
the details can be found in Ref.[74]. Firstly, let define the
topological invariants describing the edge of a topological
insulator in D = d + 1-dimensions space-time space. If
the topological insulator has an edge, translation invari-
ance in the direction perpendicular to the edge is lost, and
the good quantum number is the (d−1)-dimensional mo-
mentum kd−1 parallel to the edge. We expect the edge to
have gapless excitations at some mometum (so the edge
is not an insulator), the Hamiltonian at fixed kd−1 = Λ
(the last component of momentum space) is gapped if
Λ is sufficiently large (as a function of remaining d − 2
momenta), and so describes a (d−2)-dimensional insula-
tor. Secondly, the bulk topological insulator with trans-
lation symmetry can be distinct by ND[G] discussed in
this section, where G is the single-body Green’s function.
Finally, we will obtain the general topological invariants
relation of bulk and boundary according to Ref.[74] as
follow:
ND = ND−2(Λ)−ND−2(−Λ), (193)
where ND−2(Λ) is the topological invariant which de-
scribes the (d − 2)-dimensional topological insulator at
fixed Λ.
For example, the chirality of the gapless excitation
states along single edge in the two-dimensional system
(IQHE) has a topological interpretation
n+ − n− = N1(∞)−N1(−∞) = N3[G], (194)
where n+ and n− are right movers and left movers gap-
less states along the edge. In general, Eq.(193) is the
result of AS index theorem, it give the topology relation
of chirality of the edge mode and the spectral flow which
can be described with a winding number ND in a semi-
infinity system. Eq.(193) is also called index theorem by
Volovik[18], it is really close to AS index theorem, and
which bridges the bulk-boundary correspondence of the
topological insulator.
C. Periodic Table of TSMs
The classification of the ground state bundles is a
significant issues for physics, which has been obtained
through K-theory[32, 40, 43] or a nonlinear σ model
of disordered fermions[76]. Recently, Ryu.[26] classifies
topological states via gauge anomalies or axial anomalies
and propose this method can be described the interacting
fermions system. In summary, they establish the period-
2 for complex case of fermions system and period-8 for
real case pattern of correlations from different sides, but
all of them underly the mechanism of periodic table of
TSMs is an interesting mathematic result called Bott pe-
riodicity theorem. The manifold of ground-state of var-
ious symmetry is nothing but the ten symmetry spaces
discovered by E´lie Cartan in 1926. In physics, Altland
and Zirnbauer [44] recognized that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between single-particle Hamiltonian and
the set of symmetric spaces.
In this subsection, we will classify all non-trivial TSMs
in various space dimensions by topology K-theory. And
we establish the periodic table II of TSMs from a more
physical way closely by ref[43] and ref[32], but we inter-
pret this classification more ”topology”. In the follow-
ing, we firstly introduce the classification for d = 0 case
for simplicity, and establish the classifying spaces more
physical. The topology relation of classifying spaces are
investigated by minimal geodesic and loop space discus-
sion. We will show the ten symmetric classifying spaces
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can naturally come up in CMP under some physical sym-
metries such as time-reversal, U(1) symmetry and con-
jugation symmetry. Next we consider the more realistic
system of d 6= 0 dimensional free fermion systems. We
obtain the classification of different models such as con-
tinuum model with base manifold Sd or band insulator
model with base manifold T d using topology K-theory.
After that, we give the physical interpretation of the clas-
sification by studying the properties of mass matrices m
of a d-dimensional Dirac operator. Finally, we establish
the periodic table with KR-theory in all space dimen-
sions.
1. Classification for d = 0 (complex case)
It is simple for the classification of d = 0 case, the
base manifold is just one point. So the distinct non-
trivial topological states only require to investigate the
topological properties of fibers i.e., the space of ground
state of gapped Hamiltonians. Intuitively, the difference
for a given symmetry class is the occupied orbitals, or
called the dimension of the ’valence’ fibers. So we should
consider a system with n orbitals in the n→∞ limit, it
is in the stable range. In this case, the zero-dimensional
gapped phases are labeled by an integer m ∈ Z, where m
still corresponds to the number of occupied orbitals, or
the dimension of fibers.
Now let us firstly analyse the complex case of non-
interacting fermions systems. The single-body Hamilto-
nian of the n-orbital system is given by the n × n Her-
mitian matrix H . If the orbitals below a certain energy
are filled, we can deform the energies of those orbitals
to -1 and deform the energies of other orbitals to +1
without closing the energy gap. The Hamiltonian of de-
formation after and before is homotopically equivalence,
one can construct a homotopy map between these the
”flat” model and the original model. Therefore, without
generality, we can assume H to satisfy
H2 = 1. (195)
It’s easy to know, such a Hermitian matrix has the form
H = Un×n
(
Il×l 0
0 −Im×m
)
U †n×n, (196)
where n = l+m and Un×n is an n×n unitary matrix. But
Un×n is not a one-to-one labeling of the Hermitian matrix
satisfying H2 = 1. To obtain a one-to-one labeling, we
have to modulo the redundancy group that makes the
(
Il×l 0
0 −Im×m
) invariant from the unitary group U(l +
m). Hence, the classifying space for complex case C0
of the Hermitian matrix satisfying H2 = 1 is given by
∪mU(l+m)/U(l)×U(m), which, in the limit of n→∞
limit, has the form
C0 ≡ U(l +m)
U(l)× U(m) × Z. (197)
As discussed in the subsection II C, the classifying space
C0 is nothing but the loop space of U(l + m), see the
equation (36). In fact, we can approximate the loop space
of U(l + m) by minimal geodesics from I to −I: L =
eiλH , where H is the Hermitian matrix satisfying H2 = 1
[38](note the length of the geodesic is
√
tr(HH∗). So
that L(0) = I and L(π) = −I. So the topology of C0 is
just the loop space of U(l + m). Clearly, π0(C0) = Z,
which recovers the result obtained above using a simple
argument: the zero-dimensional gapped phases of free
conserved fermions are labeled by integer Z. According
to the equation of (33), π0(C0) = π1(C1), where C1 is
the U(n) group with n→∞.
How to interpret the classifying space of C1 in physics?
This construction can be realized by imposing symme-
try to Hermitian matrix H , such as chiral symmetry, for
convenience later, we denote as γ in this subsection, sat-
isfying γH +Hγ = 0 and γ2 = 1. To compute the clas-
sifying space, we parametrize C0 by symmetric matrix
K, that satisfying K2 = 1. We can prove the Hamil-
tonian satisfying H2 = 1 and γH + Hγ = 0 defines a
geodesic L(λ) = Keiλγ from L(0) = K to L(π) = −K.
In fact, the loops remain in the space of C0 because of
(Keiλγ)2 = KeiλγKeiλγ = eiλKγKeiλγ = e−iλγeiλγ = 1,
and γ ∈ C0. So, the classifying space C1 is nothing but
the loop space of C0. Actually, we can construct the form
of Hamiltonian explicitly as ref[43]
H = eiσ
x⊗An×neiσ
0⊗Bn×n(σz⊗In×n)e−iσ
0⊗Bn×ne−iσ
x⊗An×n ,
(198)
where unitary group eiσ
x⊗An×neiσ
0⊗Bn×n ∈ U(n)×U(n)
(An×n and Bn×n are Hermitian matrices) makes the γ
invariant. From the form of (198), we know its posi-
tive and negative eigenvalues are paired, which is the
reflection of chiral symmetry. We see that space C1 is
U(n)×U(n)/U(n) = U(n). From the unitary Bott peri-
odic theorem in subsection II C, we know there are only
two kinds of classifying spaces for complex cases, C0 and
C1.
Therefore, we can classify all complex ground-state
gapped fermions systems for d = 0 according to
π0(Cq) =
{
Z, q = 0 mod 2,
0, q = 0 mod 2.
(199)
The topology K-theory will be like following KU(pt) =
π0(C0) and KU
−1(pt) = KU(S) = π1(C0) = π0(ΩC0) =
π0(C1), where S is the suspention[54] operator, Ω is the
loop space operator, and pt stands for one point, i.e., the
zero dimensional case. So the classification of ground-
state fiber bundle on one-point base manifold can be re-
expressed as
KU−q(pt) = π0(Cq) =
{
Z, q = 0 mod 2,
0, q = 0 mod 2,
(200)
where we have used the Bott periodic theorem of KU−q =
KU−q−2 (65).
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2. Classification for d = 0 (real case)
When the fermion number is not conserved and/or
when there is a time-reversal symmetry, the gapped
phases of noninteracting fermions are classified differ-
ently. However, using the idea and approaches similar to
the above discussion, we can also obtain a classification.
Because we will not be assuming charge conservation, it
is convenient to express the complex fermion operator cˆj
in terms of real fermionic operators (Majorana fermions
ηˆ†i = ηˆi), cˆj = [ηˆ2j + iηˆ2j+1]/2. The Hamiltonian Hˆ can
be written as
Hˆ =
i
4
∑
ij
Aij ηˆiηˆj , (201)
where A is a real antisymmetric matrix, Aij = −Aji.
Any real antisymmetric matrix can be written in the form
A = OT

0 −λ1
λ1 0
0 −λ2
λ2 0
. . .
O, (202)
where O is an orthogonal matrix and the λi’s are positive.
The eigenvalues of A comes in pairs ±iλi; thus, if we
considering gapped systems, λi is always nonzero. We
can shift all λi to 1 without closing the gap and change
the phase of the state. Thus, we can set A2 = −1. This is
usually called ”spectrum flattening”. Then, we can write
A = OT J1O, where J1 = ε⊗ I, ε ≡ −iσy.
The possible choices of Aij correspond to the possible
choice of O ∈ O(2N), modulo O, which commute with
the matrix J1. This is nothing but the complex struc-
tural space Ω1 (seen 42), which is denoted as R
0
0 or R2
in ref.[43]. The classifying space Ω1 can be viewed as
the loop space of the O(2N) from topological point. Ac-
tually, if we have a antisymmetric matrix A satisfying
A2 = −1, then we can construct a curve L(λ) = eλA
in O(2N). And we have eλA
T
eλA = eλ(A
T+A) = 1 and
L(0) = I, L(π) = −I. Such a curve is, in fact, a minimal
geodesic from I to −I. Each such geodesic can be repre-
sented by its midpoint L(π/2) = A, so the space of such
geodesics is equivalent to the space of matrices A satis-
fying A2 = −1 and AT + A = 0. Therefore, we obtain
Ω1 = Ω
d(Ω0) = Ω
d(O) = Ω(O)[38], where Ω0 = R1[32],
Ωd is the minimal geodesic space operator and Ω is the
loop space operator(seen subsection II C). Finally, we ob-
tain R2 = Ω(R1), which means the topology of classifying
space of R2 is nothing but the loop space of R1.
Now suppose that we restrict ourselves to time-
reversal-invariant systems and, furthermore, to those
time-reversal-invariant systems that satisfy T 2 = −1,
where T is the antiunitary operator generating time re-
versal. Then following Ref.[32, 43], we write TciT
−1 =
(J2)ijcj . The matrix J2 is antisymmetric and satisfies
J22 = −1. T invariance of the Hamiltonian requires
J2A = −AJ2. So the choices of A2 = −1 is equiva-
lent to the complex structural space that anticommuting
with fixed ρ1 = J2 denoted as Ω2 (seen 43) and R
1
0 or R3
in Ref.[43]. In topology, the space of matrices A satisfy-
ing A2 = −1 and Aρ1 + ρ1A = 0 is equivaalent to the
space of geodesics L(λ) = ρ1e
λX in Ω1, where we define
A = ρ1X . In fact, L(λ) is a curve from point L(0) = ρ1 to
point L(π) = −ρ1, and (ρ1eλX)2 = ρ1ρ1ρ−11 eλXρ1eλX =
−eλ(ρ−11 Xρ1+X) = −I, so the geodesic L(λ) is in space
Ω1, and the midpoint is L(π/2) = ρ1X = A. Therefore,
we have R3 = Ω2 = Ω
d(Ω1) = ΩR2. That is to say, the
classifying space R3 has the topology Ω(R2) = Ω
2(R1),
which is the double loop space of R1.
If there are time-reversal and U(1) symmetries Q =
J1 [32, 43], then we will require to find the matrix A
satisfying
A2 = −1, Aρi + ρiA = 0, ρ21 = ρ22 = −1,
ρ1 = T, ρ2 = TQ, ρ1ρ2 + ρ2ρ1 = 0. (203)
The space of matrix A above is nothing but the space
Ω3 (seen 44), which is the geodesic space Ω
d(Ω2) or
the loop space Ω(Ω2). Assuming the complex structural
A = ρ2X , then X is a complex structural which anti-
commutes with ρ2 but commutes with ρ1. Hence, the
mapping L(λ) = ρ2e
λX defines a geodesic from L(0) = ρ2
to point  L(π) = −ρ2, ρ2eλX anticommutes with ρ1 and
is a complex structural. So it is the minimal geodesic
of Ω2, with the midpoint L(π/2) = ρ2X = A ∈ Ω3, so
we have the homomorphism R4 = Ω
d(Ω2) ≃ Ω(Ω2) ≃
Ω3 = Ω(R3)[43]. From the same logic above, we know
the topology of classifying space R4 is the loop space of
R3, and R4 = Ω(R3) = Ω
2(R2) = Ω
3(R1).
If there are U(1), time-reversal, and charge-
conjugation symmetries, we need to calculate the topol-
ogy of the matrix A satisfying[43]
A2 = −1, Aρi + ρiA = 0, ρ2i |i=1,2,3 = −1,
ρ1 = T, ρ2 = TQ, ρ3 = TC, ρiρj + ρjρi|i6=j = 0.(204)
where C is the charge-conjugation symmetries[43]. As
the same reason as before, we will obtain R5 = Ω(R4)
through the loop space discussion by minimal geodesic
approximation.
The pattern is pretty obvious, we have p predefined
real matrices ρ1, · · · , ρp satisfying ρiρj + ρjρi = −2δijI,
and look for all possible choices of another complex struc-
tural ρp+1 = A (where we have used the same label
p as Ref.[32] for convenience discussed later). In gen-
eral, this structure is called Clifford algebra Cl(p+ 1, 0)
in mathematics. To classify free-fermion Hamiltonians,
we consider representations of Cl(p + 1, 0) with fixed
action of ρ1, · · · , ρp, which is called the Clifford exten-
sion problem with q negative generators[32]. In addi-
tion, from the topology view point discussion in section
II C, this process is equivalent to find the space Ωp+1,
which is the space of complex structural ρp+1 set that
anti-commuting with fixed {ρi}p1. The space of those
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A matrices is denoted as Rp0 according to Ref.[43], and
satisfying Rp0 = Rp+2 = Ωp+1[43]. And we have the
periodic relation Rp+8 = Rp due to the Bott periodic-
ity theorem Ωp+8 = Ωp, the classifying space have the
topology relation Rp+1 = Ω(Rp) based on the discussion
above. In summary, we have obtain the general topology
of classifying space Rp+2 from the explicit Clifford alge-
bra Cl(p+1, 0) representations and the minimal geodesic
discussion.
There is another problem we will meet is real sym-
metric matrices ρ1, · · · , ρq satisfying ρiρj + ρjρi = 2δijI.
Physically, this is corresponding to the cases such as
ρ21 = T
2 = 1 [43]. So, in general, we can consider a
real antisymmetric matrix A that satisfies (for fixed real
matrices ρi, i = 1, · · · , p+ q)
A = ρp+q+1, ρjρi + ρiρj = |i6=j0,
ρ2i = |i=1,...,q1, ρ2i = |i=q+1,...,q+p+1 − 1. (205)
The space of those A matrices is denoted as Rpq ( An
alternative notation is used in Ref.[43], where the pos-
itive generators are listed first and the parameters p
and q are swapped. ). In nature, the matrix A ∈ Rpq
satisfies the Clifford algebra Cl(p + 1, q) in mathemat-
ics. How can we know the topology properties of the
matrices A? As in the subsection II C, we can define
the space Ωk(16n) as the real matrix J˜ set satisfying
J˜2 = 1 and anti-commuting with fixed {J˜}k−11 which
satisfy J˜iJ˜j + J˜j J˜i = 2δijI. Using the same logic in sub-
section II C, we will obtain
Ωi+2 = Ωi, R
p
0 = Rp+2. (206)
The space Ωi has the same direction as Ωi for choices Ji,
but it is offset by 2 as in the Ref.[40]. This property also
can be obtained by construction a map from Rp0 to Rp+2
as in Ref.[43], but the approach here is more geometrical.
What’s more, we can construct an explicit map between
Rpq and R
p+1
q+1 as in Ref.[43],
Rpq = R
p+1
q+1 , (207)
this (1,1) periodicity theorem may have a deep relation
with the (1,1) periodicity theorem K˜R
p,q
= K˜R
p+1,q+1
of K˜R-theory in section II E[56]. Combing the equation
(206) and (207) and the 8-period of Bott theorem of Rq,
we can show
Rpq = Rp−q+2 mod 8. (208)
So we can study the space Rpq via the space Rp−q+2 mod 8
which have only positive generators.
In K-theory, the problem is formulated in terms of
difference objects (E,F,w), where E, and F are repre-
sentations of Cl(0, q + 1), and w is a linear orthogonal
map that identifies them as Cl(0, q) representations, see
[77]. Without loss of generality, we fix F to be a sum of
several copies of the regular representation (which cor-
responds to a trivial Hamiltonian) and w the identity
map. Such difference objects form the classifying space
Rq. The Abelian group of equivalence classes of differ-
ence objects for point space or d = 0 base manifold is
K˜R
0,q
(pt) = K˜O
−q
(pt) = π(Rq). Therefore, the classifi-
cation of gapped free-fermion Hamiltonian in d = 0 for
real case can be obtained by calculating the element of
K˜O
−q
(pt) = π0(Rq), where Rq is the classifying space or
symmetric space.
In summary, we have constructed the 8 real classify-
ing spaces for different symmetry such as time-reversal,
U(1) symmetry or charge-conjugation. We study the
topology properties of Rpq by transforming to Rq spaces
through equation (207) and (206). And we establish the
topology relationship between different classifying space
Rq = Ω
i(Rq−i) by minimal geodesic discussion. Actu-
ally, Rq+1 is a totally submanifold of Rq. Finally, we
use K˜R
0,q
(pt) to classify all topological phases in d = 0
for various symmetry classifying space denoted with q.
The table can be constructed as in the table I in sub-
section II C. The relationship between usual classifying
spaces obtained according to the discrete symmetries[35]
imposing on the complex Hermitian matrix and our real
Clifford algebra discussion can be established according
to Ref.[40], we omit this discussion here for simplicity.
3. Classification for d 6= 0 (complex and real cases)
After introducing the classifying spaces Cq in
complex case, we can consider d-dimensional free con-
served fermion systems and their gapped ground states.
Note for continuous system, the base manifold can be
equivalent to Sd by one-point compactification, where
Sd represents d-dimensional sphere in momentum space.
For fiber bundles with fiber Cq and base manifold S
d, the
distinct topological phases can be obtained by
K˜U
−q
(Sd) = πd(Cq) = π0(Cq+d). (209)
If the system has translational symmetry, this is corre-
sponding to the band insulators, thus, the base manifold
will be d-dimensional torus T d. However, the new clas-
sification can be obtained from π0(Cq+d). For the free-
fermion systems in symmetry class Cq and translation
symmetry, their gapped phases are classified by by[32, 43]
K˜U
−q
(T d) ∼=
d−1⊕
s=0
(
d
s
)
π0(Cq+s) =
d−1⊕
s=0
(
d
s
)
π0(Cq−s),
(210)
where (
d
s
) is the binomial coefficient, the last equation
satisfies due to the 2 Bott periodicity theorem for com-
plex classifying spaces Cq.
The above is the classification for complex cases. For
real classes, we have a similar classification for S¯d base
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manifold according to (73):
K˜R
0,q
(S¯d) = K˜R
d,q
(pt) = K˜O
0,d−q
(pt) ∼= π0(Rq−d).
(211)
Here we have used the (1,1) isomorphism in subsection
II E, S¯d is defined in the momentum space with the in-
volution k↔ −k[32]. For the translation symmetry sys-
tem, their gapped phases are classified by
K˜R
0,q
(T¯ d) ∼=
d−1⊕
s=0
(
d
s
)
K˜O
−q
(S¯s) =
d−1⊕
s=0
(
d
s
)
π0(Rq−s).
(212)
The classification with translation symmetry can be
obtained by equation (210) for complex case and (212)
for real case, respectively. Such a result has a physical
meaning, the classification for higher-dimensional topo-
logical phases can be obtained by stacking the lower-
dimensional ones. The examples have been discussed in
Ref.[43], we don’t repeat here for simplicity. The gapped
fermion system topological phases for general base mani-
foldM can be obtained by K˜U
−q
(M) for complex case or
K˜R
0,q
(M) for real case, respectively. In addition, the 2-
period and 8-period pattern also can be established based
on Bott periodicity theorem of K˜U and K˜O, respectively.
Now, the classification problem has been solved com-
pletely. Following, we will give some more physical in-
terpretation about above classification. The dimension
effect on the classification has been revealed according to
the discussion above, they effectively cancel the actual
symmetries. For example, the classification problem in
class R0 and dimension 0 is equivalent to the one in class
R1 and 1-dimension system since π0(R0) = π0(R1−1). In
fact, Kitaev has shown that gapped Hamiltonians in the
momentum space are topologically equivalent to nonde-
generate mass terms that anticommute with a fixed Dirac
operator. Now let us consider the real case fermion sys-
tem described by Hˆ = i4
∑
ij Aij ηˆiηˆj , and assuming it
has translation symmetry, as well as time-reversal sym-
metry and fermion number conservation. We also assume
that the singe-body energy bands of antisymmetric Her-
mitian matrix iA have some Dirac points at zero energy
and there are no other zero-energy states in the Brillouin
zone. The gapless singe-body excitations in the system
are described by the continuum limit of iA:
iA = i
d∑
i=1
γi∂i, (213)
where we have folded all the Dirac points to the k = 0
point. Without losing generality, we have also assumed
that all the Dirac points have the same velocity. Since
∂i is real and antisymmetric[43], γi, i = 1, . . . , d, are real
symmetric γ matrices that satisfy
γiγj + γjγi = 2δij , γ
∗
i = γi. (214)
The addition discrete symmetries imposing on the matrix
A require some conditions on the γ matrices:
γiρj + ρjγi = 0, (215)
since they do not affect ∂i, where q + p matrices ρi are
the symmetry operators that anticommute among them-
selves with q of them square to 1 and p of them square
to -1.
The idea to classify the different topological phases
is now equivalent to the ways to gap the Dirac points
through the mass term. The different ways to gap
the system (213) will correspond to various topological
gapped phases. If we add a mass term m satisfying
mγi + γim = 0 (216)
to (213), and assuming the mass term is nondegenerate,
the result Hamiltonian will be fully gapped. For example,
if there is no symmetry, we only requires the real anti-
symmetric mass matrix m to be nondegenerate including
the condition (216). Without losing generality, we can
choose the mass matrix to also satisfy m2 = −1. The
space of those mass matrices is given by R0d. Similarly, if
there are some symmetries, the real antisymmetric mass
matrix m will satisfy (216) and (215). Those mass ma-
trices form a space Rpq+d. The different disconnected
components of Rpq+d represent different ”bulk” gapped
phases of the free fermions. Therefore, the bulk gapped
phases of the free fermions in d-dimensions are classified
by π0(R
p
q+d) = π(Rp−q−d+2 mod 8), with (q, p) depending
on the symmetry. So we also obtain the same result as
above using K-theory, they effectively cancel the actual
symmetries by increasing the dimension of the system.
Because of the same reason, we will get the similar result
for complex case. The different ways to gap the Dirac
point using mass term form a space Cd, which indicates
the gapped phases of the free fermions in d-dimensions
are classified by π0(Cd).
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the present paper we study the topological prop-
erties in TSMs. We systematically give the topology
mathematics required to read the later sections or subse-
cions. In terms of fiber bundle theory, we can give differ-
ent topological methods, i.e. cohomology, homotopy, K-
theory, a unified interpretation. We also add some appli-
cations of corresponding topology method now and then
during the introduction of these abstract mathematics.
The most important tools in our paper are differential
forms and fire bundle theory. Fiber bundles can give one
a clear topology picture in question, and the expressions
will be very simple and in favor of derivation of compli-
cated formulas if we use the differential forms instead of
tensor components.
Based on these mathematics, we give all integral topo-
logical invariants expressions with Berry connection and
curvature for any Bloch or BdG equation. And we give
the prove of these expressions on the sphere model, which
can be easily generalize to other models. A general homo-
topy discussion about the 1st and 2nd descendants[24, 35]
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of topological invariants in same symmetry class and dif-
ferent dimensions. Our approach sets up the one-to-one
map between the space ”interpolations” used by Qi.el
and the loop space of the parent ones.
For TFTs, we show the compact and topology proper-
ties of effective action for interacting and non-interacting
systems. Following that, we prove the topological invari-
ant N2n+1[G] characterize interacting system can be re-
duced to Chern-number Chn in the non-interacting limit
by performing again the integration over the frequency.
The general topological response Eq.(149) has been ob-
tained, all of the topological physical effect can be read
off from J2n+1. We also give the general topological
invariants for Dirac model like (165), which is nothing
but Gauss winding number, which generalize the results
obtained in Ref.[24]. In addition, we show this gen-
eral winding number can be expressed with Hopf indices
and Brouwer degree using topological tensor theory[50].
What’s more, the Chern-Simons effective action is refor-
mulated in phase-space, and we give the unified gener-
ating functional Chern-Simons action in any dimensions.
Finally, we review the bulk-boundary correspondence in
any dimensions, which can be expressed like a AS index
theorem. This index theorem[18] relates the chirality of
gapless excitations states of edge to the bulk invariant
expressed with ND.
We give the completely classification of all gapped free
fermion systems using homotopy and topoloy K-theory.
The classification can be viewed as the classification of
corresponding fire bundles in our points. The classifica-
tion of d = 0 free fermion systems is equal to the classifi-
cation of fiber bundles with point base manifold. In this
case, we only need to study the topology property of the
fiber. We obtain 2-classifying spaces for complex case and
8-classifying spaces for real case from the explicit phys-
ical models, respectively. We study the topology prop-
erties and their relations by minimal geodesic and loop
space[38] discussion. These symmetric classifying spaces
can be interpreted as the fiber in fiber bundle theory. In
the same logic, if we choose one specific classifying space,
the fiber bundle will have fixed fiber structure. Then, we
only need to change the base manifold to respect model
for the classification in d 6= 0 cases. If the base man-
ifold is M , this lead to the classification of all gapped
free fermion states using K˜U
−q
(M) for complex case or
K˜R
0,q
(M) for real case, respectively. Finally, we give the
physical interpretation about the space dimension effect
on the classification.
Although we have studied many topological proper-
ties about TSM, there are still something interesting
topological properties we didn’t involve. For example,
the famous fractional quantum Hall effect[78] (FQHE) is
known a fully interacting system, the ground states are
degenerate which are depend on the topology of defined
space. The general states may be classified by the con-
cept of topological order introduced by Wen[79]. There
are two development direction in this non-trivial states.
One route is to study this states from a new mathematic
framework called tensor categories[80]. Another route is
to generalize FQHE in 3d spatial dimension [81] from
topological field theory. The physical realization materi-
als will need to be studied in the future. Another point we
want to mention is that, we have only studied one of the
three universality classes of fermionic vacua[18], the other
two are topological protected fermi surface and topolog-
ical protected fermi point. These topological protected
systems are still an active study direction in condensed
matter physics, such as topological semi-metal[82, 83].
Topology has become a useful mathematic tool to predict
novel materials, better understand of robust systems of
matter, classification principle and so on.
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